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The Future Fire is returning from a one-year hiatus, having ceased publishing in mid2010 and reopened to submissions in mid-2011 (because of the length of reading periods it's actually been 18 months since the last published issue). In the meantime we've
kept up the reviews site, and have undergone a bit of turn-over in terms of editorial
staff. As a reminder of the kind of fiction we're looking for in the magazine (in addition to five wonderful stories published here) go look at series of 26 blog posts, many
of them by guests and people we admire in the speculative fiction world, showcasing
our speculative fiction alphabet (http://djibrilalayad.blogspot.com/2011/09/futurefire-is-open-to-fiction.html). We're also launching two mini-anthologies this year:
guest co-edited, themed issues on the subject of Outlaw Bodies (subversive, queer,
cyberpunk, etc.) and We See a Different Frontier (colonialism as seen from outside
the white anglo scifi world) respectively.
So we've been keeping busy, making sure TFF isn't forgotten about, getting involved
in social media (Twitter; Facebook) and online communities (The Outer Alliance;
Feminist SF). All in all it was a blast, although we learnt that being a fiction magazine on hiatus was no less busy than being a fiction magazine in full swing. We've
now rediscovered the joy that is reading dozens of new stories every week, discussing
in detail among the editors and readers those pieces we're impressed by (whether we
end up publishing them or not), interacting with authors and artists and seeing an issue come together. It's a delight, and I hope you'll derive as much pleasure from these
wonderful stories as we have.
Djibril Alayad, February 2012
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A History of the 20th Century, with illustrations

Atonement
Ian Sales
At night, while he swelters in his
bed, he dreams of icy wastes, the
limitless white tracts of the North
Pole. He tosses and turns beneath the
soaked sheet covering him, and remembers stumbling blindly through
wind-whipped snow across a land
without colour, without horizons. His
limbs shake with the cold and he
feels death closing its hand upon
him. He cannot stop, he cannot give
up—he must continue on through
this blindness, through this frigid air
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which eats at flesh and bones.
He wakes at dawn and the dream
remains sharp in memory. He can
still feel ice on his limbs though
sweat drips from his brow, pools beneath his arms and in the small of his
back. His assistant, Suah, brings him
breakfast, a plate of cassava and fried
fish gravy, and he spoons it into his
mouth without tasting it. His dream
has overwhelmed him, his past rising
within him to push away the world.

Though never truly human, for a moment he cannot remember how to be
human, nor what it means. The surgeries he has undergone over the decades
have erased all evidence of his origin,
but today he feels his past lying close
to the surface.
After he has eaten, he washes his
face in a bowl of warm water and, to
the sound of commentary from the
Barcelona Olympics on a transistor
radio, dresses in T-shirt, loose trousers, boots, and a white coat.
There is already a queue before the
clinic. Women in gaily-coloured lapa
skirts and tops, doe-eyed and roundbellied babies perched on their cocked
hips, gaze mutely at him. Old people,
wizened and crabbed, with limbs like
twigs, gurn and huff. Others are missing limbs, the white bandages on their
stumps stark against their black skin.
All are victims of the civil war next
door in Liberia.
They wait patiently, with a fatalism
he finds unnerving. He came here to
help these people, to right the wrongs
committed upon them. But he wishes
each day they were not so passively
accepting. There is less than a decade
remaining until the turn of the millennium, and every day he feels a small
sharp stab in the heart when he considers how few of his patients will live
to see it.
Suah, Gio tribe like those waiting,
goes among them and asks of each
what they want. There are too many
for the clinic to see in a single day;
some will have to come back tomorrow. Or perhaps the day after that. It is
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the way things are. The UNHCR, the
voluntary agencies, they do all they
can for the refugees at Buduburam,
but it can never be enough. The 140acres of the camp were intended for
twelve thousand refugees but now
hold three times that number.
He watches the ones who were
turned away disperse silently and fade
away among the scrubby tracks and
breezeblock hovels roofed with rusting corrugated tin. The splashes of
colour cannot disguise the filth and
poverty. He re-enters the clinic.
Settling at his desk, he waits for
Suah to usher in the first patient of the
day. At least the medical supplies have
arrived, at least he can do more than
offer these people—through Suah—
medical and hygiene advice.
For the past two decades he has
moved around Africa, from refugee
camp to refugee camp, changing identities, presenting faked credentials.
The camps are so desperate for doctors, they perform only cursory
checks. He is no charlatan, however;
he has over one hundred years of
medical experience. He has saved
many lives. He has also killed.
He looks down at his palms, invisibly stained with the blood of the first
person to die at his hands. He hadn’t
meant to choke the boy, he hadn’t
meant to murder him, though he’d
blustered and railed once caught,
claiming the act justified. An urge had
come over him to determine if he possessed the power of life and death like
his master.
But all he could do was take life.
3

In the second decade of the nineteenth century, he had been given life
by science. He had been created, made
from dead flesh—and he had owed
everything to his creator. At the last,
he had watched him die and could not
save him. When he thinks back on that
day, he burns with shame at his powerlessness. If he had been able to save
him, he would have done so—
After all, some called him a monster, but he had never thought of himself as one.

He could not give it.
He has spent the tens of decades
since trying to redeem himself. That is
why he chose a career in medicine,
that is why he ministers only to the
poor and needy, the refugees and victims. He is paying penance, and he
will continue to pay it until the day he
finally dies, though he does not know
when that will be. He has already
lived nearly two centuries, with no diminishment of faculties, no end in
sight. It is a punishment.

Illustration © 2012, Robin E. Kaplan
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Bilaadi
S. Ali

Illustration © 2012, Carmen

papyrus is your anthem. You know the
scorching sun, the brilliant white light reflecting off the water as the river carves
through the northern deserts, cleaving the
great sands like a jagged wound. You swim,
you dive, you drift along in its sluggish,
steady current like dead wood. For millennia, you laugh as you crest its banks, spilling
over the land and raking it with rich, lifegiving soil.
Your forms are as endless as the river itself. You trawl the pebbly bottom as a crocodile and charge the shore as a hippopotamus.
You stand silently as a leggy crane and are
caressed by the breeze as a reed. You are a
fish. A frog.
With reptile eyes, bird eyes, no eyes, you
observe the men building their great temples
of stone, their pyramids of limestone, their

You are called Hapi.
Well, no. Not really. Not anymore. The
people who called you Hapi, who called
your brothers Anubis and Osiris are gone.
You’ve been called a thousand names since
then: mazomba, Petsuchos, Neilos, marid,
jinnee, El Naddaha. Strange names, mostly
forgotten names. And those who didn’t know
your names recognized you by the unexplained ripple across the water’s surface, by
the sudden fury of the seasonal floods.
Either way, the names mean very little.
You’ve swum the river since time eternal,
it’s all you know. But, oh, how you know it.
You’re intimates with the dark emerald forests, the deep cold lakes, and the rushing
falls of the south. Every bend, every shallow
swampy cataract is ingrained in your mind,
and the sound of the wind whistling though
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The melon rolls a bit too far, bumping off
the path and towards the river’s edge. Angry
now, the little girl pushes her brother and
sets off to retrieve it, balancing carefully on
a wooden beam, the remains of an old fishing shack. You eye the crumbling wood,
stretch your tail to test the rushing current.
You know what will happen.
The beam collapses, and the girl tumbles
into the brown water with a shriek. Her
brother shouts, half-stumbling down the
bank to the river’s edge, but she has already
been swept too far for him to reach. He cries
her name, he cries for help, his little voice
desperate.
You see the girl surface, sputtering and
splashing as she nears you. You twist, slithering in her direction, but something seems
to push against you. A voice that is not a
voice reminds you not to interfere. Death is
not your domain.
But she has already seen you. Shocked,
she freezes and slips back under the water.
When she re-emerges, she is screaming for
her mother and her bright black eyes are shut
tight, as if she can’t bear to see her fate. The
water suddenly smells of urine.
Your form, of course. The crocodile. And
although you’ve swum these waters for
years, an indifferent observer to whatever
small tragedies took place, you realize you
are responsible for this terror. You’ve hurt
this innocent. And without thinking very
much of it, you become a boy, scales and
claws giving way to skin and fingers. You
hook an arm around her and swim for the
shore.
She is trembling in your arms when you
reach the river’s edge, and her sobbing
brother grabs her, clutching her close.
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” He holds her at
arm’s length, examining her face. “Are you
okay?”
She is. You watch her take a shaky breath
and open her bright eyes.
The air is thick with betrayal. You take a
step back, meaning to slip silently into your
home, but the water burns; a sensation you
have never felt, but instantly recognize. And

dry cities. They fear you, they worship you.
But it means nothing. You belong to the
river. And the river is eternal. It cares for
nothing but you.
Occasionally, you spot a group of laughing children and take the form of a playful
boy. You teach them how to twist reeds into
little ships that can be raced in the shallows,
how to choose the best rocks for diving, and
where the slimiest toads hide. Other times,
you gently nudge them toward safer swimming holes, conscious of the eyes of a hungry crocodile or temperamental hippopotamus. You never do more. Death is not your
domain; the river is.
The river changes, of course, as do the
lands surrounding it. On your seasonal return
to the north one year, you find the river
blocked by a massive stone dam. You are
swept along as it creeps through the tiny villages and buries the stone temples. Confused, you explore the depths of the new lake
and wade through drowned fields, waiting
for the floods to recede, but they never do.
While examining the structure, you are
sucked through a shaft and deposited on the
other side. Despite frantic attempts, you are
never able to cross back. Your river, your
spirit is broken. The annual floods will never
return.
Stunned by such incomprehensible loss,
you flee to the silt-choked northern deltas.
Your world reduced, you avoid the dam,
drifting between sprawling cities, loud
places where metal boats churn the water
into brown foam and leak foul, sharpsmelling oils. Still, it is your place and so
you swim.
Until one day, a day like any other, when
you spot two children walking along your
shores. You have taken the form of a crocodile, drifting along the cool streams from the
distant bottom, and watch them from eyes
barely above the waterline. Their animosity
immediately marks them as siblings. The
boy is kicking a melon, the rind jewel-bright
on the dusty riverside path. His sister complains, gesturing angrily towards the bruised
fruit.
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whose ancestors once worshipped you. They
call you Habib. The uncle teaches you everything he knows about these things called
cars, a concept you’ll find fascinating for
years. He opens them up, pressing your
hands against the greasy metal innards and
explaining how they work. He gets slower as
you grow taller and older; his hands start to
shake, and you take over more of the work.
The girl goes to university; a world you
learn is closed to the type of person you’ve
become. You watch her come and go, her
bag laden with books, arm-in-arm with other
giggling girls in long denim skirts and colorful headscarves. Her brother notices, speaks
to you with sympathetic eyes.
“Forget it, Habib. Girls are impossible
these days. They want husbands with furnished apartments, motorbikes, and connections. And a good job,” he complains, his
voice bitter. He graduated last year and hasn’t been able to find a job. He says his girlfriend won’t wait much longer. You nod,
adding furnished apartments and motorbikes
to the ever-expanding list of things that are
important in this dry world.
But the uncle grows more tired, and the
girl is good at sums. She starts coming by
the garage twice a week to go over the
books. You only exchange simple greetings,
but you can feel her eyes as you work. She’s
the only one whoever suspected that you are
something more than what you pretend. You
keep your gaze down, but pause to listen to
the sound of her sweet voice whenever she
makes a phone call. She has grown more
beautiful.
Cairo becomes tense, far more than you
can remember since climbing from the river.
There’s excitement in the air; anger, frustration, thrill. As the crowd grows in the streets,
the garage is silent. No one is calling to inquire about prices or berate you for not fixing their brakes before the weekend.
The girl leaves her uncle’s tiny office,
joining you at the front of the garage to
watch the growing throngs. She smells of
floral soap and Western shampoo. They
aren’t river smells, but they tickle your nose

you realize you have been punished. You
have been cast out for breaking the unwritten
codes that govern your existence.
You are lost.
You will spend two weeks sitting in the
dusty path, watching the muddy river swirl
without you, before the boy comes back. He
comes from a good, God-fearing family.
Thinking you a street child, an orphan whose
head isn’t quite right, they take mercy and
you are placed with a sympathetic uncle, a
mechanic who always needs quick hands.
You sleep on a flattened cardboard box inside the garage.
The uncle is kind; his patience helped by
the fact that you are a quick learner. He stops
questioning when you stare at a pair of shoes
without comprehension or drink gasoline in
your ignorance of human ways. He says
nothing when you return from your failed
attempts to enter the river with tears in your
eyes. The work is not difficult, and you are
honest.
But he notices how you watch his niece,
the girl whose rescue strands you from your
world. She is beautiful, with eyes that remind you of the river at night and wild hair
like a heron’s nest. You overhear her mother
tell her to stay away from the strange dark
boy: he’s not right in the head. But she manages to sneak away to the garage shortly after you’ve started working there. She pops
up from behind a car hood as you fill the
tires with air.
“I know what you are,” she announces.
You straighten up, interested. You don’t
know what you are. You thought you were
the river and can’t conceive of an identity
separate from it.
“You’re a crocodile,” she declares with a
triumphant smile. Her uncle shouts, and she
dances away before you can respond.
And so you try to become a crocodile.
But it’s impossible. Your other forms are
lost and the river continues to deny you, the
water burning your skin, the reeds whistling
their condemnation.
The years pass, and you try to settle into
this strange life, living amongst creatures
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The air is full of excitement and newness,
and you suddenly wonder what it would be
like to hold those hands. You rest one of
yours next to hers, your fingers nearly meeting.
As if she knows what you’re thinking, she
looks up, her dark eyes meeting yours. A shy
smile.
In the distance, someone screams and an
odd whistling sound breaks the heavy air.
But you have spent countless centuries being
a simple observer and you don’t look away
from her gaze. Which is how you see the exact moment the light leaves her eyes when
the tear gas canister strikes her skull.
She collapses in your arms as the metal
canister rolls away, spewing white smoke
that chokes your lungs and stings your eyes.
Blood streams from her head, turning her
white scarf crimson. Dumbly, you place your
hand over the blood as if that will stop it, as
if that will bring the light back to her eyes.
The bridge is in chaos, people fleeing the
gas and threatening to crush you. Pushy
hands are trying to help: offering soiled kerchiefs to stop the bleeding, forming a chain
to protect you from the crowd, taking pictures with their mobiles. Someone shouts for
a doctor while another declares her a martyr.
And then her brother is there, screaming
her name as he did so many years ago.
Numb, you let him take her and he clutches
her close, sobbing into her shoulder. An
older woman wails as the brother pleads for
his sister to come back, begging God’s forgiveness for bringing her here.
But he wasn’t the one who brought her
here.
Stricken by grief, you whirl away and it
catches your eyes. Even clouded by white
smoke, the river still sparkles. You glance at
the girl, but it pulls harder, calling to you.
Your hands are slick with her blood, but
grasp the railing well enough to climb over
it. No one stops you; their attention is focused on the murdered girl or their own escape.
You stretch your arms, the dry air embracing you for the last time, and then fall

nonetheless.
She speaks up, her voice hesitant. “They
say it really might happen this time. That
he’ll really leave.”
You only have the dimmest idea of who
she’s speaking about; a face that blurs with
the faces of other past tyrants who sailed the
river—this land has always been full of
them. But you nod, hoping to shield your
ignorance.
Her brother runs up, his face flush with
excitement. He tugs his sister’s hand, grins at
you. “Come on, let’s go. They’re saying that
there’s already a million people in Tahrir
Square!”
She’s hesitant, you’re indifferent, but his
infectious delight convinces her, and because
she’s going, you decide to follow.
You immediately regret the decision. The
streets are packed and chanting people press
against you from all sides, hoisting signs and
waving flags. The noise and the closeness
are overwhelming and you shrink away,
fighting the urge to flee. The girl looks awed
by the crowd and smiles nervously. Her
brother punches the air, shouting with the
crowd.
“Ash-sha’ab! Yureed! Isqaat an-nazim!
The people! Want! The fall of the regime!”
As you start to cross the bridge, the crowd
grows even denser and comes to a stop. You
survey the mass of people, surprised by the
diversity. A trio of women in identical abayas are singing. And elderly couple clasp
hands. A young boy, his face painted with
the colors of the flag, is handing out necklaces of braided jasmine. The girl’s brother
goes to join a rambunctious group of dancing
men, and she drifts towards the railing.
The girl looks over the side of the bridge,
her bright eyes reflecting the light sparkling
off the water. You cannot stand to look at the
river, cannot abide by the pain it provokes in
your heart. Instead, you settle your gaze on
the slender hands grasping the metal railing.
She has beautiful hands, lovely in their
plainness. Hands that in other centuries
would clean fish and wash clothes in the
river.
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into the dive: the same dive you’ve taught to
centuries of children. You expect the water
to burn, for it to deny you entrance yet again,
and shatter your existence once and for all
against its unyielding surface.
But instead it rushes to meet you, its cool
wetness wrapping your limbs, soothing your
mind. You submerge, sinking towards the
muddy bottom. It smells of life-giving silt, of
crumbled stone temples, of dusty feluccas
and swimming boys. Of crocodile skins and
fish entrails. Of blood.
The blood of an innocent whose death has
allowed you to return.
You know its smell and its rich iron taste.
It has been spilled into the river for centuries

past and will continue to be spilled until this
world is finished. But as you drift away from
the bridge, your eyes are drawn not to your
beautiful river, but to the dry lands lining its
banks. You gaze at the drab concrete buildings with their green shutters, at the crowded
wooden houseboats, and at stone minarets.
You think of their inhabitants and the ancient
land that embraces your river.
It is the land of Hwt-ka-ptah which was
called Kemet. Mitzrayim and Aigyptos.
Kimi and then Masr. Egypt. A thousand forgotten names and a thousand names still to
come.
Your country. Your land. Bilaadi.

Illustration © 2012, Carmen
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THE CITY OF
SAND AND KNIVES
AJ Fitzwater

Illustration © 2012, Laura-Anca Adascalitei

The magnificent steel and coppercoloured glass gates enfolded me with welcome. The last time I had seen them a half
millennium ago they had been in ruins, cutting my hastening feet. But here they were—
poised, ready, reminiscent of blood.
I, A’harim, had come back to my city of
birth to finally put my soul and its memory
to rest.
As I stepped beyond the lintel of the three
span high gates which folded open to the desert, the wind that had been trying to knife
me to pieces disappeared and thick quiet lay
within the four expansive walls of the city of
El’mas.
Yes, some semblance of sah’hara remained here though it teetered towards ancient. I could smell it lingering in the gates
and walls that were supposed to be as dead
as the city, had sensed its glittering edge
across my nerves even decades and hundreds
of klicks away. That half-remembered scent
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of potential and possession had drawn me
back, though in some way I had searched for
that memory of wonder, glass and belonging
in many other places and times.
I paused to throw back my hood and unclip my breathing veil, carefully shaking
sand from creases and folds in my toe-length
cape. More than just an irritant, the desert
could kill in hundreds of ways, from its unrelenting storms to its miniscule razor blades
working their way into food and skin.
The grand causeway opened before me
but it was not the vigorous road of shops and
houses I had once loved and prayed
amongst. The glittering white sand lumped
against its gutters, dunes hinting at once
cream and gold pavement, consuming what
would have been buildings, parks, familiar
landmarks.
Shuttering out the destruction, pushing
back the threatening shi’vah at the corner of
my mind, I focused ahead at the one building
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that stood, tall, proud and whole.
A building that should have been shards
of shards, part of the unforgiving knife of a
desert that raged outside.
The Spire.
It winked and gleamed, scattering the
meagre sun’s light through the prism
perched hundreds of spans above the forgotten sands. At one time it had been El’mas’s
tallest building, a symbol of triumph and
mastery, a home to our arrogance.
It too, like the Hu’thr’im, had fallen.
However, we had never sought to rebuild on
our naivety, though we had painstakingly
rebuilt our souls.
I sighed and shook off the weight of years
along with the last of the sand that had crept
under my collar, wiping blood from a raw
patch of skin, licking my finger clean, ever
conscious of waste. The skin along my décolletage gave a tell-tale tingle as my body
gathered itself to repair the minor damage.
The lone finger of glass beckoned me, its
once haughty grandeur muted without an
attached body of a city at its beck and call. I
struck off in the last leg of my journey, boots
scratching and scraping against the gently
rising causeway.
I had come to find out why it had risen
once more, why it had worked its way into
my dreams over the last few years, dreams
which I could finally no longer ignore. No
one else showed a flicker of interest in my
premonitions. They did not feel the wind as
keenly as I, nor catch the spark from the
faraway crystal in their minds. Surrounded
by the crystal and glass of their newer,
kinder cities, what was one more wink
whether it came from near or far?
Had they forgotten? Why had they?
Vexatious Hu’thr’im nature! In their frenzied
insistence to always look forward, they
smoothed over a cutting past. Perhaps this
was why El’mas, the City of Beginning, lay
sinking into the sands of its own making: a
feeling still too new; a memory still too
keen; a technology now too old.
The ground rumbled, and I instinctively
dipped my knees as I strode the gentle inThe Future Fire 2012.22

cline. I straightened with a grin as the sound
and movement rolled away.
“Welcoming me back, my Fairest?” I
spoke against the settling oppressive silence.
The ground did not reply with an aftershock.
There had been a time long ago and near the
end that the ground and I could converse for
days. My tone then had not been one of wry
memory, but of young, fresh terror and a
horrified, too-late understanding of what
fools we hu’thr’im had been.
The Spire grew, a trunk of glass obscured
from far away mind and eye by clouds of
cutting sand. If the detritus of the dead city
did not lie across sky and land, it would have
been cutting to the mind and eye in other
ways. Even in this propitious state, a discordant hum stroked from behind my ears to the
back of my skull.
As I came even closer, my heart sped to
see The Spire replicated its original form exactly, glass leaves two fingers thick woven
delicately together with filigree steel that
belied its strength. Even the magnificent coloured glass scenes—stars, systems, ships,
the Twenty-Four—that rose ten spans high
before meeting the clear leaves were reproduced in perfect detail. Where had the crystal point tipping the awesome structure come
from? The original prism, our voice to the
galaxy, had been unique and a fierce loss to
the Hu’thr’im.
Beyond all these contemplations, one
question pressed against the steadily growing
thrum in my head as I battled these many
moons across the desert: how had it arisen
again from the sands?
The twenty-four marble and quartz
steps—one for each of the original ships—
were swept clean and without flaw. Even
within the walls of the city without the crying wind this would be a daily task of some
doing.
No, not sah’hara, just sheer hu’thr’im will
power, stubbornness, and hard work. Like
The Spire, someone did this.
My boots rang loud against the stone but
no one came out to greet me. I stood before
The Spire’s doors, a mirror image of the city
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gates but in clear crystal that stood in stark
relief against the myriad colours of the lower
tower, but they did not sing open. It seemed
the sah’hara could only extend so far, and
what little power remained was spent in
maintaining the spinning prism well above
my head.
Or perhaps the strange caretaker had
learned from past mistakes and tapped the
core beneath the city with the care and respect we had never afforded it Before.
A shiver of heat caught my eye, unusual
in this cold, dead, flat place where the wind
outside could suck the essence from an unprotected body within moments. My feet
turned towards the promise of life.
The shiver resolved out of the air into a
smelter. I smiled against the long buried remembrance of my failed apprenticeship, fingers rubbing against each other searching for
scars that were no longer there. Heat tinged
my face before I came within a hundred
spans.
The efforts of lone industry hissed,
clanged and roared as I ducked my frame
into the entrance of the smelter, hair catching
in the stone edge. Had I changed that much
in the preceding years that I had forgotten
the short doorways of El’mas?
The darkness shimmered as I peered
deeper within, attempting to discern a figure
against the red-hot glow fed by gas from the
city’s long abandoned and scarred core. A
suggestion of a shadow bent over a frame,
gloved hands white against the whiter glow
of molten glass.
I pulled back, hesitant at how I should
greet this person. It certainly took the basic
shape of an original hu’thr’im—a shape I
preferred and had returned to—with four
limbs and single head. Would they be startled by my appearance or voice if they had
been alone for so long? My plan had not
been to encounter the city’s new caretaker,
but enter El’mas, genuflect to the Spire, find
my mordant corner of the city, and let my
shi’vah go to the sky.
I stood in the doorway of the smelter,
neck and chest prickling, nose twitching
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against gas and lime, hair standing on end
from the heat and the taste of a static charge
I had not felt in a very long time.
I hesitated, awaiting the figure to conclude manipulating the pouring arm before I
approached or spoke, but a voice that could
quell the fifteen hundred degree fire struck
out of the darkness.
“I know you’re there. Your neurals are so
loud, I could hear you coming from klicks
away.” The shadow stood back from the
shimmering molten frame which retracted on
articulated arms towards the annealing oven.
A flush overlaid the heat on my face.
Were my thoughts clumsy and bleeding in
my advanced age? Who was this person so
intent on this painstaking revival of the old
glass-making ways? And that voice, it whispered of an old enemy I had never met but
knew so well...
“Fa’zhil,” I whispered horrified. “You?
You’re still alive? You built this?” My hand
suggested the glowering monument outside
which only moments ago gleamed with honour.
The shadow resolved into a short, slight
man, hair peppered black and white and skin
dusky smooth as the day I saw him last atop
the twenty-four steps overseeing the destruction of my beloved El’mas, engorged on his
misplaced confidence in the city’s core we
had brutalized and angered.
I watched in dreaded fascination as he
ceremoniously peeled off thick grey gloves
to reveal the hands of an artisan, as white as
the sands outside the city walls, skin crisscrossed with innumerable tiny scars.
“Of course I’m alive,” he replied facetiously, stepping closer to peer up into my
face. “You’re not talking to a shi’vah are
you? But ahh, look at you, trembling like a
ma’thr’im at his first time. You think you
do!” He gave a chuckle for my sour visage.
“Ahh, I understand. The last thing you expected to find here was the person who destroyed the jewel of the Hu’thr’im.”
I shifted back a step, the flame of my discomfort and ineffectiveness still raw despite
my years of experience in the debating
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chamber. However, I did not turn and walk
away though my instincts screamed that I
should run and I would be better off with a
death out in the desert, because the bitter
man before me had said something that did
not ring true.
“You speak of the most grievous sin of
our people as if you do not believe it anymore,” I tried softly, and was mollified to
see the Destructor of my city, the man who
nearly wiped out the entire Hu’thr’im race, a
man of stone and glass and steel, wince.
“You were fa’thr’im then, were you not?”
Fa’zhil covered his shame and clumsy probe
at my neurals by pushing forward, reaching
as if to hit me. His hand however flashed by
and came away with a bottle—an elegant
thing of hand blown blue glass—from which
he took a deep draught. How odd, I had
never imagined Fa’zhil needing victuals and
bodily sustenance. He always struck me as
otherly, a god, a Thing easy to take its name
in vain.
I positioned myself carefully in the doorway, already used to the raging fire at my
front and cool anticipation at my back, and
cocked my head to regard the Sah’hor’o before me.
“Of that I am proud,” I replied, stiffening
my trained voice though my gullet trembled
in the presence of the man who once would
have seen me and mine dead for his grand
aspirations.
I reached deep within to stoke the fires of
anger, but it had been too long and Fa’zhil
stood before me somehow broken in body
and power, though he looked almost the
same as when I saw him last, shards of The
Spire raining around him. A flash of memory, wrenched from within me: those shards
twisting on a howl of wind towards my beloved Joh’quim, embedding deeply into his
flesh...
I shook myself, shook the long dead out
of my head, and Fa’zhil smiled. Again, the
smile only whispered at his once-power. “I
understand.” He said simply, nodding as if
acknowledging my pain, but did nothing.
“How, why, are you here?” I demanded,
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my voice steadier by the moment as this
great man diminished before me, losing his
power over me.
“I would ask the same of you.” He pushed
some buttons on a panel then brushed past
me, not quite touching, to reach the coolness
of the city outside. A charge, something residual and old, quickened between us as he
passed, but died just as quickly.
I turned—back now hot, mouth sucking
in coolness—to watch him breathe in the
dead air and stretch his back with a satisfying click. “What are you doing to El’mas?
Why is it letting you? Have you not done
enough already?” I made my demand again.
He faced me with hands on hips, a lopsided smile hinting at the old sneer bisecting
his unnaturally smooth countenance. “Such
questions! Though I would have thought that
obvious.” His hand described the nearby
glass tower, a weight in my mind. “I am rebuilding this once glorious city.”
I drew my brows together, forehead tight
and sore from the long trek through the arid
desert. The words did not sound rehearsed,
but Fa’zhil had had plenty of time to make
up a justification for his inexplicable actions.
“But why? You who once did everything
within your power and more to distress
El’mas’s core beyond its natural limits. You
who would destroy—” I could not go on as
the memory I had kept so smooth over the
years shattered into a thousand pieces like
the Spire shards that had ripped Joh’quim
apart.
Fa’zhil—The Almighty, The Bountiful,
One of Twenty-Four—searched for the
words with a small twitch of his right shoulder. “Because I am lonely.” This lilted up
like a question as if the emotion came from a
place only made of myth and secrecy.
“Because I loved this city just as much as
you. Because I made a mistake.”
I gaped at Fa’zhil—The Ignorant, The
Vainglorious, The Destructor—and could
not push the words past my teeth. A mistake? A mistake is not serving your beloved
mint tea amongst rumpled sheets after a
night on the wine. A mistake is a slip of the
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calligraphy pen and having to discard a precious scroll.
Overseeing the destruction of your people
through pure egomania and cutting them off
from the rest of the galaxy for generations,
unrepentant and unable to grasp their growing and superior technical abilities, is not a
mistake.
My boots schiffed and clacked against
marble and sand as I strode away. I had to
leave this man lest I do something I would
regret without the chance of atonement before I allowed my soul to return to A’lah’hah.
Without landmarks to guide me and anger
hazing my vision, it took me a long time to
find the street even though my feet had
found it numerous times in my dreams. Only
the blocky suggestion of foundation-outlined
rooms remained, small dunes of white sand
sifting and sighing.
As I stood before what had once been my
front door, it took me a long moment of
scuffing my boot toe in a recalcitrant fashion
to realize that the dark pitch of street was not
scarred with cracks that surely should be
there. I compared this realization to my overconfident stroll up the causeway, and discovered the marble absent too of cracks.
The ground murmured and rocked as if to
agree with my assessment, and a small, ungrieving part of my mind probed at the sah’hara embedded in this new, stronger
ground.
“This was your house.”
The statement, not question, came from a
few spans behind me, and try as I might I
could not help but flinch. “Yes,” I hissed,
pacing the spans of the invisible rooms.
“This was my office. Here, my ma’thr’im’s
quarters. This is where the surrogate lived.
And the nursery—” My words caught a jagged edge.
“You had a surrogate?” If a knife of a
voice could soften, this one became a
blunted blade.
“We were pregnant at the time,” I whispered.
The Future Fire 2012.22
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“So were we,” Fa’zhil whispered back.
I spun on my heel, fists clenched and
trembling. “Do not pretend to know me!” I
shouted. “Do not pretend to care, you snake
in the sand!”
Fa’zhil turned his face as if slapped. Perhaps my neurals lashed out at the same time
as my words, a failure of constraint and age.
He nodded away the accusation.
I squeezed my eyes closed and brow tight,
awaiting the bolt of death to hit me, perhaps
more glass, my shi’vah to dissipate into the
cold air without ceremony or care. But it did
not come.
Fa’zhil said: “I am sorry, my la’thri.”
I opened one eye, then the other. I must
have looked a comical sight, standing there
eyes and mouth wide, but The Destructor did
not laugh or throw insolence my way.
The words hung in the air, and Fa’zhil did
not feel the need to repeat himself. He had
used the non-gendered term of endearment
for sibling, friend, or partner, one which he
had no right to.
“How long has it been?” Fa’zhil asked in
a voice that struggled to lose its blade tip as
he stood quite still in that bare street.
As if he did not know. I enumerated the
years anyhow. “It is five thousand, two hundred and thirty-six, PD.”
Post Destructor. Post Fa’zhil.
“How many?”
I tilted my head just so, eyes narrowing,
and I moved forward as if the distance between us clouded my gentle probing. How
could he not know? “We entered your newly
created desert with some one hundred and
twenty thousand. We left four moons later
with nineteen thousand.”
Fa’zhil closed his own eyes, the corners
crinkling and lids twitching as if reliving the
images he had never seen. “Less than a quarter survived.”
“You did that,” I pushed with my words
and mind, quite inelegantly.
“I know,” he replied, just as artlessly.
I stopped my slow pace a couple of spans
from the man—not a Sah’hor’o, but flesh

and blood and neurals—contemplating drawing my ceremonial knife hidden in the red
sash at my waist and setting it to his throat.
“You do not want to do that,” he said, almost too quiet beneath the roaring silence of
the city.
“And why not?” I looked down my nose
though the effect must have been comical
again, tricks of a much younger self.
“Because I am about to start re-building
the academy and I am tired. I need help. Reclaiming El’mas from the desert is too much
of a job for one person.” His salt-and-pepper
head dropped a fraction.
I glanced at the gleaming tower, visible
from all directions in the flattened city. “You
built that?” I asked, incredulous.
He held up his scarred hands in reply, and
then let them fall to his sides as if all energy
had left his arms.
“But you could have used your sah’hara,
tapped the core, had the entire city rebuilt
within days!” I accused. “If we had known
you were here—”
“You would have killed me and the sands
of El’mas would forever be tainted with the
backlash of my power.” A little arrogance
remained, the truth embedded in that pride.
The sands would have had to be cleansed
before being reshaped back into what they
had once been—stone, bricks, glass. I was
struck by what a monumental task Fa’zhil
had undertaken in the last five centuries to
simply erect the gates, walls and Spire. “And
besides, we owed it to our la’thr’im core not
to further abuse the wonders we crossed a
galaxy to find.”
The earth rumbled its thanks. We found
our balance with outstretched arms and Fa’zhil gave a humourless chuckle. “I promised I
would never do that to you again, dear
heart,” he murmured, falling to one knee and
dropping kissed fingers to the ground.
I watched this curious ceremony, perplexed and torn. I wanted to step back out
into the desert, open my cloak and sheath my
dagger in my breast as I had planned to do
for so long once I knew my neurals were
failing. But here there was hope, a final
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meaningful task to honour my beloveds,
ma’thri and fa’thri alike, now passed...
Fa’zhil rose slowly, carefully, from his
genuflect, steel-grey eyes raising further to
clasp mine. “Join me,” he said simply.
“I do not trust you,” I argued.
“Neither did I for the longest time.” He
held out his right hand. I stared at the texture
of scars, a raised relief showing centuries of
penance.
“I could kill you.” More arguments.
“And that is your right,” The Destructor
replied, at peace with the idea.
“I am old,” I said, digging deep now for
excuses.
Fa’zhil, with his right hand still out
stretched, brushed his left up and down his
torso. “Something else the la’thri core and I
have been negotiating.” I then noticed how
the tips of his fingers glimmered ever so
faintly with a built up static charge.
Did he mean to kill or cure me? What had
this man been studying all these years? Who
had he been communicating with via that
prismatic crystal atop the tower?
My eyes drifting upwards must have betrayed my further questions, and this time
Fa’zhil’s laugh strayed near the prettiness of
the crystal that drew my gaze.
“Oh yes, it is the original,” he confirmed,
heretofore unheard respect drawing my eyes
back down to his so he could assert the truth.
“I had to speak gently and walk softly with
the la’thr’im core, but it eventually gave it
back to me—to us—with an augury.”
“Why did you never tell—” I began, but
cut myself off with my own truth, and he
nodded. He would have been killed and all
that he had gained would have been lost.
“What do you know that we do not?
About the core, the galaxy?”
“As much as I do not know about what
the hu’thr’im have become.”
“We are almost a billion souls now,” I
said, hoping the threat of my children would
be enough to quell any desire in him to rise
up again, our numbers and great knowledge
a caution.
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But the desire to kill did not remain, only
one to rebuild. His hand still poised, he
moved his eyes—a movement now almost
spiritual—to The Spire. “I have built it—”
“—and they will come.” Would the message cut through the ever swirling cloud of
sand that blanketed thousands of klicks between the abandoned—no, the rebirthed—
city and the nearest hu’thr’im outpost?
“You came. You heard its call.”
“That I did.” I looked down at the unwavering hand, then up into grey eyes, hard as
steel, soft as the near-forgotten sea.
I took the hand, and suppressed a jump as

a pulse passed from skin to skin. The ground
gave a sigh of approval. I took in a deep
breath for the task ahead.
“My name is A’harim,” I said as I stepped
back, unsure of what to say next with the
former Destructor of my people, but knew it
would all come from a place of anger, grief,
acceptance and forgiveness, if not in any tidy
order. I would not forget, and neither would
the core.
A spare smile, unpractised in its child-like
insecurity, passed from lips to eyes.
“My name is As’ih’nan,” the Rebuilder
said.
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THE BOY WHO
SHATTERED TIME
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PART ONE
I
“All we’ve got is the word. Come on,
brother, don’t turn your back.”
Malcolm had already turned his back
to the man, rolled over on the plank cot to
face the darkness of the Den.
Muffled screams echoed through the
building.
Long ago, it was a hockey arena filled
with bleachers and bright lights. The bleachers were gone now. The spectator’s bowl
divided into levels on which were crammed
hundreds of beds. On the floor, a plywood
labyrinth wobbled in a grid of cells, with a
cot against each wall.
It was safer on the street. Even with
off-duty Orderlies prowling the alleys, drunk
or revved on Prorotin, looking to settle a
score from an earlier encounter. Only in winter was the Den preferable to the street. Although the snows of memory—toboggans,
stick-armed beings rolled from snow—never
came, winter still bit. More so with nowhere
to sleep.
Only the Den on those nights.
The Future Fire 2012.22

Thank god for the Den when the puddles on the sidewalk are frozen.
Some desolates risked the fringe land
on the edge of the city, the scrub brush
where the desert begins. The place where
absolutely no laws apply. Beyond government and community. But most kept to the
alleys and carways within city limits. Better
chances there.
Malcolm hovered on the doorsteps of
communities, no matter what neighbourhood
he found himself in. He was always outside.
He’d come to believe that people naturally gravitated toward civil order. Everywhere he went, he found people had settled
into a largely cooperative mode of existence.
Within the apparent chaos of the wasted city,
small communities emerged, grew and quietly prospered. It was not what Malcolm had
been trained to believe. For the first ten or so
years of his adult life, Malcolm made life or
death decisions based solely on his perceptions, which had been slanted and directed
toward all the prejudices inherent in infinite
variations in anyone.
On the streets, dodging animals and
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Orderlies, finding shelter in doorways and
ravines, sometimes deep in the sewer, at
times in the doorways of kind strangers, that
was how Malcolm had lived these years. But
on nights such as they’d been having, when
chill clawed in the winds, all the cots were
full and Malcolm came inside.
It was best to have no possessions
when sleeping in the den. You never check
out with what you brought in, and having too
much put you at risk. Malcolm had only the
clothes he wore and a notebook. The pencil
he’d carried for months, worn down to a bullet, had been stolen the previous night. The
thieves hadn’t found the book, which Malcolm kept in his armpit.
The digital revolution of the previous
century had promised prosperity to all, just
as the industrial revolution of the century
before had promised the same unattainable
goal. And for a time in the first decades of
the newest millennium, it seemed the promise could be fulfilled. No one had thought to
factor greed into the economic predictions,
nor the dwindling energies of the biosphere.
Someone had to pay the price for prosperity.
A rat tap-danced across the floor. Malcolm heard the sharp scramble of its claws
growing louder like a missile in its approach.
He saw the flinched shadow enter his cell
and disappear beneath his cot, where it settled in the corner.
It would make a meal for someone, not
for Malcolm. It had been almost ten years
since he’d eaten meat. The rat must have
sensed this. If Malcolm smelled of anything
it would be popcorn and rice, and the greens
he found growing in sidewalk cracks and on
the sides of trees and buildings. Malcolm
imagined that he and the rat had made a pact:
Malcolm agreeing not to eat the rat, or trade
the rat for food, or Prorotein, or whatever
someone might trade for a rat, and the rat
agreeing not to eat the eyes out of Malcolm’s
sleeping head.
He spent fewer nights in the Den than
most. Over the years, he’d developed an untested tolerance to the cold. Malcolm had
stayed outside on nights so cold the buzzard
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drones were grounded. Malcolm on the corner, his long coat hiked to his ears, steam
smoking off him like the mist from a waterfall, and no one else around. Only the wind
moving past.
And he’d been fine.
He remembered warnings about staying awake when lost in winter. As a kid, he
learned to make shelters out of sticks and
snow, and how to stay awake when every
cell of his body cried for sleep.
One night, not long after he’d gone off
the books, Malcolm let himself fall sleep in
the cold. He followed his mind into the
snowdrift where thoughts dissolve into the
shared dream. And, instead of dying, he
awoke with the sun dancing red and green to
the East, and the shadows of the buildings
curling away, clutching toward him.
No matter where in the Den Malcolm
bunked down, and how infrequent his stays,
that rat found him.
“Hey, man. I know you’re listening,”
the man continued. “I also know you’re a
smart one. Everyone knows about you. You
refused Construction. How can you deny
us?”
In other times, the man might have
spread the gospel of resistance with tracts
and manifestos. During the digital boom, he
might have blogged and texted—all those
strange words, nouns to verbs and verbs to
nouns—about the revolution. Now, as before, he had only his voice.
Through the daisy chain of distorted
messages, word that a charge on the Central
Office of TimeConstructCorp, just down the
street from the Den, was in the works for the
morning. It had been the case before that
word was not always accurate. Once, Malcolm had stood outside the World Affairs
Embassy waiting for The Queen God to arrive. Word had been wrong.
“Tomorrow, man. Fifty-thousand
strong will stand against the Office. You
gonna be there?”
He introduced himself as Lonny. Although Malcolm had seen him around, it was
the first time the men had met. Certainly the
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first time they’d spoken.
“You’d better get your sleep then,”
said Malcolm.
Then he turned to the darkness of the
Den, listening to the screams, pretending to
sleep. He heard the rat’s breath from beneath
his pillow, beneath the cot.
“That’s okay, Malcolm,” Lonny said,
his voice a sharp whisper that carried a distance through the old rink. “We’ll fight for
you, anyway.”

The girl shrugged her shoulders.
“Whoever it is that looks after you
won’t have to go. Only adults without children are being called in.”
“People like us, I imagine,” said
Lonny. “Hey, kid. You want to adopt me?”
The girl ran from the steps, down the
street, and away.
If Construction was beginning a conscription drive, Malcolm would be among
the first rounded up. He had been university
educated. He’d shown an aptitude for math,
a born engineer his proud instructors had
II
A siren drilled the air. The creak of said. But after graduation, Malcolm dropped
cots and the scramble of bodies shocked into from sight.
He’d been arrested half a dozen times
wakefulness, all the swearing voices, were
for
attempting
to leave the continent. Once,
blasted mute by the siren. Morning. Even
desolates without the ability to hear were he’d built his own boat. He was two days
shaken by the siren. When the siren went off, offshore when a Global Orderly craft spotted
all anyone could do was race to the door, out him. Another time, Malcolm tried to follow
into the streets. The sound of it shook a body the maze of underground sewers to the coast.
to the cells. Only the dead, and there were On the other four occasions, he’d simply
several each morning, remained in their cots. walked until the Orderlies arrested him for
The sunlight scrubbed the sleep from wandering. With each arrest and subsequent
Malcolm’s eyes. Lonny, his roommate from trial, Malcolm was able to make a stand in
the night before, had followed him, talking the courts of logic.
Construction wanted him. Each time,
and pointing as they ran together for the exit.
“It’s time. It’s time,” Lonny pointed they offered a clean record, riches, and
across the street where several dozen people threatened him with imprisonment if he destood on the sidewalk in front of the Central clined. And each time, Malcolm successfully
argued that he had the right to choose beOffice.
The streets and buildings had been tween service to Construction and the life of
scrubbed and on every flat surface were a desolate. That argument would no longer
stand with conscription. Next time he was
identical posters.
arrested, Malcolm would be sent in for train“That doesn’t look good,” Lonny said. ing.
A girl, born too late to have attended
Orderlies were gathering in front of the
school, was pointing at the posters and ask- Central Office of TimeConstructCorp. Word
ing everyone who passed to read it for her.
of the protest had filtered through. Word al“What’s it say? What’s it say? Sir,” ways did, even distorted and twisted into
she asked Malcolm as he passed. “What’s it new, inaccurate forms.
say?”
Autocams filmed the crowd. Malcolm
Malcolm read the poster aloud. knew to avoid it. If he was seen there and
“Conscription begins today.”
recorded, his face identified, he’d be hauled
“What’s that mean?”
in. His best bet: climb down a ravine until
“Don’t worry about it,” Malcolm told the excitement ended.
her. “Won’t bother you in the least. You’re
The mob expanded. Its mass attracted
not old enough, and your guardians will be individual desolates like iron shavings to a
exempt.”
magnetized wheel. Malcolm fought against
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the flow of bodies, most of whom were
oblivious to where they were walking or
why. They walked because others were
walking, because there might be food at the
other end of the long line.
Just as Malcolm became locked in the
jam of bodies, the Orderlies arrived.
“Shit,” Malcolm said.

the drought,” Goldie had said.
Malcolm had admired the man then.
But since that time, Goldie had given up his
post at the university to work for TimeConstructCorp. Every time Malcolm attempted
escape, it was Goldie who waved the golden
lure. Malcolm also suspected that it had been
Goldie, working on his behalf, who kept him
out of jail.
“You are far too important, Mr.
III
Prouse,” Goldie said to Malcolm from beHe was among the few to be spared.
hind the desk at TimeConstructCorp, “to be
The Crews were cleaning up, tagging allowed to waste away in the dens. In fact,
the bodies of protestors for processing. this whole conscription thing is your doing,
Knots of limbs, contorted by nerve blasts, believe it or not. You can no longer run from
were tossed into the tank. They were no
your civic duties, young man.”
longer human, just carbon mass now. No
IV
more pain of hunger or fear of fate. Nothing
Entering
the
barracks, the trainees
more than fertilizer for the gardens.
found tables containing more food than
Their bodies resembled the husks of
many had seen in their lives. But over the
dead spiders.
next few weeks, Malcolm refused to eat or
Malcolm and the few spared desolates drink. He spoke to no one. He kept his eyes
were herded up the marble steps of the closed most of the time and thought of
TimeConstructCorp building. Force gates Lonny, the man he’d just met, who might
deactivated to allow them entry.
have become a friend if given more time,
and of the little girl who was young enough
A door slid open. Two orderlies waited to be his daughter, had he ever had children.
on the other side. They led him through a
And yet, his hunger strike didn’t exmaze of narrow halls and hidden doorways.
cuse him from training. Everyday, he was
“Hello, Mr. Prouse,” said the man be- strapped to a chair, along with the other
hind the front desk. “Glad you’ve finally trainees. Circuit patches were taped to his
come around. Welcome home. Welcome to skull, face, arms and scrotum.
TimeConstructCorp.”
Training could take up to three
The man’s name was Goldie. Before months, depending on the prior conditioning
he joined Construction, Goldie had been an of the trainee. Malcolm knew he was reachirrigation specialist and part-time history in- ing his breaking point. He hadn’t the physistructor at the university. Malcolm remem- cal energy to resist much longer. He decided
bered the class.
to think of ways to kill himself.
In particular, he recalled one long deDuring the sessions, he felt what he
bate about the siphoning of the Great Lakes, thought of as himself, his personality, diswhich Goldie railed against in favor of re- solve away, leaving blank bone, a rack on
generative procedures. Most of the students which to hang a uniform, an ideology.
supported the popular belief that the water
systems of the world were too far gone for
V
rejuvenation and that the only salvation lay
A
blurred
reel
of
audio burned through
in the exportation of freshwater from North
his ears. His eyes, rolled white, perceived the
America and Russia. Goldie held his own.
blossoming of galaxies, the revolution of
“Pouring freshwater into a desert only
planets, the dissolution of stars.
perpetuates the practice that brought about
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He heard a voice, metallic and still in
the foreground:
“This is how the world begins... This is
how the world begins... This is how the
world begins... This is how the world begins...”
And then the voice of his old college
teacher, Mr Goldie, mixed to harmony with
his own, saying, “We all want to live in a
world where children can chose their destinies, Mr. Prouse. Where Replay is just another of a multitude of career options. But
this is not the world as it is. It is time for all
of us to recognize our role in the world as it
is...”
And the sound of his own voice, singing, although he never remembered singing,
“This is how the world begins. This is how
the world begins. This is how the world begins. This is how the world begins.”
And Mr Goldie, again: “Wouldn’t it be
nice if smart people like you had a choice.
They will one day, we promise. When
you’ve completed your duties to humanity,
after you’ve swung back, you’ll have every
opportunity to do as you please. As for now,
young man, it is time for you to serve.”
This is how the world begins... This is
how the world begins... This is how the
world begins... This is how the world begins...
“Think of the children, Mr. Prouse,
born everyday in the den. The millions of
desolates who won’t get the chance to serve,
do it for them. Your mind is too precious to
belong to one man. You belong to Construction.”
This is how the world begins... This is
how the world begins... This is how the
world begins...This is how the world begins...

Little lay ahead. Certainly there was
nothing in the present but the dens and hunger. The past was his future.
But the question still nagged him: If
the present and the imaginable future were
dreary, how could constructing the past as it
had always been change anything?
VII
This is how the world begins... This is
how the world begins... This is how the
world begins... This is how the world begins...
The greatness of the species is behind
it, Mr. Prouse...The only future is in the
past...

VI
One day Malcolm found himself eating
the day’s meal in the cafeteria and talking
about the beautiful opportunity Replay had
given humanity. He no longer thought about
killing himself.
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VIII
It was good to see Goldie in front of a
class again. Malcolm sat in the middle row,
focusing on every word.
“Can you imagine the expressions on
the faces of our great benefactors when they
stepped into that world?”
Goldie was energized. His lectures on
The First Swingback were always inspired.
“They opened their eyes, expecting to
see the Great Pyramids of Giza, already under construction, but what did they see?
Class? What did they see? Recite. Come on.”
“‘Nothing but hungry desert,’” the
class intoned with controlled glee at having
made Goldie wait for the answer.
“Exactly. Good. These are the words
of Benefactor Alexander: “‘We opened our
eyes slowly because the hot sun was upon
our faces. Before us were no signs of construction. We charted the stars, and the
measurements confirmed our position, but
none of the villagers appeared to have considered the task. We were in an Egypt that
did not resemble ancient Egypt.’”
“And how does Benefactor Alexander
describe the villagers? Mr. Prouse?”
Malcolm began to formulate the answer a breath before Goldie had called on
him. “Benefactor Alexander describes the
villagers as unfocused, without drive or di-

And now, after a lifetime of resistance,
Malcolm was in.
“Are you ready, Mr. Prouse?” Goldie
stood behind a glass wall. Beside him, technicians checked monitors.
The straps dug into Malcolm’s wrists
and ankles. A band across his forehead held
him still. The mouth guard kept him from
complaining. He grunted assent and raised
one thumb.
“Good. And good luck, Mr. Prouse.”
“Very good, Mr. Prouse.”
The straps were necessary to prevent
Malcolm
from writhing to the floor during
PART TWO
When Malcolm Prouse was in grade the Swingback tremens. These were inevitable. Some convulsions were so severe as to
school, rumours of Replay spread through
leave the traveler a drooling wreck. Many
the playground like influenza.
travelers, more than anyone admitted, arDidja hear about the scientists who
rived dead, buried in the past somewhere.
went back in time to Egypt and when they
As a matter of biochemistry, Malcolm
got there, there weren’t any pyramids?
was the perfect candidate. His body proThey’re still there. Right now. They’re
duced energen-A, the element necessary for
building the pyramids.
Swingback, in such quantity that he did not
The teachers refuted the rumours as require supplements. The only preparation,
nonsense.
apart from the months of physical and psyAnd by the time Malcolm reached uni- chological conditioning, was a shot of elecversity, TimeConstructCorp was recruiting trolytes. This was more precautionary, as
openly with building-sized billboards and electrolyte imbalance was certain after
electronic bulletins:
Swingback.
“In Five, Four, Three, Two, One...”
The Past Is Paved With Gold... We
It begins as a dull ache in the center of
Have A Job Waiting For You, Yesterday... his torso; as if his sternum had peeled away
The Best And The Brightest Are Swinging- layer by layer to reveal red marrow. A sound
back... The Future Is In The Past
sizzled up his neck into his ear. My brain’s
...and on the advertisements ran. Offers on fire. Malcolm’s body begins to flap like a
of forgiven student loans to those who’d bellows, extends out with a breathy whine,
Swingback. The promise of riches and glory. crumples back, drained and withered. He
Five years’ service in Construction bites through the rubber mouth-piece. Two
earned the participant a lifetime pension. fingers on his right hand snap from clenchWhat the advertisements neglected to men- ing, but this pain is nothing. My brain is
tion was that five years in the Replay pro- burning. And he smells fire, smells singed
gram aged the body by approximately thirty hair, smells something darker, unspeakable.
years. Most of the trainees in Malcolm’s He remembers his life before Construction.
class wouldn’t make it out. They’d die in A childhood in grass, by rivers, play-hunting
through the woods with his brothers. His
Replay.
Fortunately for TimeConstructCorp, a mother on a bench, knitting scarves through
waiting list two generations long was on the summer. Winter will come, don’t let sunhand, eager to sacrifice their lives to get out shine fool you. He remembers university, his
of the Den. With desperation like that, Con- class with Goldie. Hydrology 314. This is
how the world begins, Mr. Prouse. Other
struction would continue far into the future.

rection. I believe his words are: ‘They have
no sense of history.’”
“And how does Benefactor Alexander
remedy their ignorance?”
“He introduces a system of class, a hierarchical structure based on his own extensive knowledge of ancient Egyptian law and
culture. In essence, Benefactor Alexander
becomes the first Pharaoh.”
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memories: running from unseen danger, falling. Dreams. He is on the Pequod, Ahab’s
foot kicks him down. That wasn’t me. I was
the reader. No matter. He remembers the
warm thump, the red-tinged darkness of the
womb, the flow and beat of language before
words. Faces. Faces. Too many to remember. All memories. Stars, remembered. The
elastic stretch, his mind falling up into night.
Comets. An electric squeal, like a guitar, the
sound of his nerves frying.
“You awake? Brother, you awake?”
It hurt to breathe. All the necessary
things hurt, Malcolm thought.
“Malcolm?”
He raised his hand to his eyes. Even
the dim light hurt them. His bones felt like
wick inside his arm.
“Someone really messed you up? Who
did this to you?”
The creaking of the cot beneath him
brought Malcolm to his senses. The Den. It’s
always the den. Through the dark, he heard
screams, moans, and the wind outside tearing up the world.
“Did they take you, man?”
Malcolm said nothing but rolled to his
side to face the darkness.
“...don’t turn your back... tomorrow,
man... Fifty-thousand...”
As sleep blinded him, Malcolm saw a
wheel of desolates thronging toward their
deaths.
The siren shook him awake. Lonny in
the cot beside him sat already, his hands
cupped over his ears. “Let’s go!” he shouted.
Together, they left the den. Beating
back the shock of sunlight, Malcolm saw
that the Orderlies had been busy the previous
night. Posters glistened like new skin on the
crumbling walls.
A small girl pointed to a poster. “Are
you going to tell me what it says?”
Malcolm read the poster aloud. “Shit,”
he said.
Lonny pulled at his arm. “Come on,
man. Everyone’s gathering. We’re marching
on the office. Let’s go.”
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Malcolm pulled away. “Lonny, no.
Wait. There’s something.”
“What?”
“I’ve been... this... all this... before.”
“You got the Day-Jah, that’s all.”
“No. More than that. You know how
when we first met you said that I refused
Construction?”
Lonny leaned away from Malcolm.
“First met? Man, that was last night.”
“Okay. Last night. You said that I refused Construction, remember?”
“Yeah, I said it. Everyone knows you,
man. You’re Malcolm Prouse, Construct’s
darling. The one that got away.”
“That’s just it. I don’t think I did get
away. Not exactly.”
“You’re crazy, man. Look,” Lonny
pointed toward the square where people
swirled like a galaxy cluster.
“The revolution is today.”
“Listen to me, Lonny. The revolution
was yesterday, too. We have to get out of
here.”
The girl near the wall had been listening, but seemed uninterested.
“This con-scrip-shun,” she said. “It’s
really bad, yeah?”
Lonny and Malcolm looked at her.
“Really bad,” said Malcolm.
“We should go to the safe place,” said
the girl.
“What safe place? There’s no safe
place,” Lonny saw the Orderlies approaching
in formation, saw that the protest was a setup
for extermination, another dream corrupted.
“There is, too. But I can’t tell you. I
have to show you.”
She ran past them, back into the Den,
covering her ears against the siren.
“It’s the place the angel showed me,”
she shouted back to them.
“After you,” Malcolm said to Lonny,
and they followed.
Running through the shrieking den was
a little like running through fire, Malcolm
imagined. Most of the residents had fled to
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cluster in the streets, a single, writhing target
for the Orderlies’ guns. Other residents,
overcome by the sirens, or knocked to the
ground in the scramble, lay broken, their
mouths twisted with inaudible screams, their
hands clawing the air.
The girl led them into a plywood cubicle. She slid under one of the cots. She
seemed to be wrestling with something. Her
head appeared again and she pointed wildly
at the space under the cot. Malcolm reached
under. The grimy floor reminded him of the
theatre he worked in during high school.
Half expecting to find a set of car keys
among unnamable clumps and clutter, Malcolm instead found a notch in the floor. The
girl gestured with her hands: PULL.
The floor beneath the cot slid away
and the girl hopped into the opening. Malcolm and Lonny followed after, each letting
his feet dangle over the edge. Malcolm felt
the girl’s small hands on his ankle guiding
his foot to the rung of a ladder. In the opening, which was much like a sewer drain, a
pit, the howl of the siren above was noticeably muted.
“Close the door,” the girl called up to
Lonny.
Darkness then as the closed hatch severed them from the slim light of the Den.
“Where are we,” Malcolm said.
“Wait a minute,” said the girl.
She climbed down the ladder, making
each rung sing, as if she could see in the
dark. Below, her footsteps on concrete were
more tentative and prodding. Malcolm heard
the gasp of an orb light coming to life and
saw the slow glow build until all three had to
shield their eyes. The girl adjusted the orb.
“That’s better,” she said.
She held up the light, swinging it to fill
the unwritten depths around them.
“We are underneath the city,” said the
girl.
Malcolm looked down to see that he
was only about three feet from the ground.
He hopped down from the ladder.
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The pathways underground were surprisingly clear of carnage. The rodents scuttling by and flying overhead seemed uninterested. It had been a long time since Malcolm
had seen so many animals.
“How did you find this place?” Lonny
had said little for the many minutes they’d
been walking the tunnels.
“The angel showed it to me.”
“Where is this angel?” Malcolm
walked closely behind the girl, and bumped
into her every time she stopped to consider
direction. What he’d thought was a natural
instinct to protect the child, he realized, was
actually a fear of being lost.
“A little space, please,” said the girl.
She carried the only light. Like it or
not, she was in charge.
“Maybe the angel will come back,” she
said. “If she comes back, I will introduce
you, Malcolm.”
“You know my name.”
Without stopping and without looking
up, the girl said, “Of course, I know your
name. You taught me to read the poster the
other time. Don’t you remember?”
“That was just an hour ago. When we
met.”
“Yeah, we just met today again. I’m
talking about the other time.”
“I think you all got the Day-Jah,” said
Lonny. “Say, is there any food where we’re
going.”
“There is food in cans and the angel
brings bread sometimes. There’s also a
shower. The water’s cold but you can drink
it.”
“Sounds like heaven,” said Lonny.
“What’s your name?” Malcolm tapped
a finger on the girl’s shoulder.
“Siobhan. My name is Siobhan. Do
you think you can remember?”
The hallway ended at a large grey door
behind which lay a vast room lit by small
ventilation shafts that wormed up through
concrete to the surface. Siobhan placed the
orb into a holder mounted to the wall.
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she seemed to be angry.
“I remember many machines. Can you
narrow it down a bit for me?”
“The machine they use to tap your Energen-A.”
“My what?” It had been years since
Malcolm thought about Energen-A. He remembered the hospital room. The tests the
doctors ran, finally coming up with a diagnosis of hyper-thyroidism brought on by unusually high concentrations of a compound
called Energen-A. There was no cure, only
chemical supplements to quell the accelerated production. And, as far as anyone could
tell at the time, there was no danger in having high levels of Energen-A.
Later, it became apparent that being so
endowed made one a target for the timeflipping militant-corporate types.
She was fading. Her voice was choppy
and he could see through her, faintly.
“Take this,” she said. “I need...”
She held out a cylinder. Malcolm
reached for it and in the moment they both
held it, like relay runners tagging off, Malcolm was fully in the hospital laboratory,
and she within the cavern. Each was real and
whole to the other.
Lonny and young Siobhan saw Malcolm and the angel wink out and grow dim,
with broad bands of darkness running across
their bodies, as if they were tuned into a
sympathetic frequency.
“Do you know who I am?” said the
doctor.
Malcolm peered through the blurred
air. Around him, two scenes were imposed
upon each other like onion skin pages etched
with line drawings. Ignoring the cavern under the city, Malcolm saw a hospital room
with a large window overlooking a river. He
recognized the view. In his fever, during
those months hovering between the cold
place and the world he shared with his
mother, father, and schoolmates, Malcolm
had stared through that window, memorizing
every detail. That window told him when he
was awake.
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“Do you remember? You spent two
days here,” said the doctor. “Many times.”
“You were there,” said Malcolm.
“I am here. So are you.”
“Now?”
“Now and then. I was a doctor on the
floor where you stayed. You have to believe
and trust me, Malcolm.”
Her eyes, brown with wild flecks of
orange, stared into him without blinking.
“Take this,” she said. “The link is closing. We will need your blood.”
She let go of the cylinder and Malcolm
snapped back to the cavern. The doctor disappeared into the wall.
“That was cool,” said Siobhan. “You
almost passed through to where she is. What
was it like?”
“Scary,” said Malcolm.
Inside the canister was a syringe filled
with a green liquid. A note inside read,
Malcolm, I will return to this place
when I can. Before you attempt to cross
over, you need to inject this substance. It
will amplify the Energen-A in you and allow
you to pass through to where I am. Something went wrong when you were a boy.
Everything is not as it should be. Time is
broken. You must trust me. This serum will
not harm you. It has been formulated from
your DNA.
What had happened in the hospital?
None of his memories were set. They
changed, squirmed around the more he concentrated. His memories were influenced by
everything he’d experienced since that time.
Multiple memories, overlapped, vibrating in
and out of focus. Sometimes, recalling an
event from his childhood, Malcolm wondered if it hadn’t happened to someone else.
He was not convinced of it. But she
was here again—if not in a strictly physical
way—from the past.
Letter was signed with an “S.”
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Lonny reclined in near delirium. His
head swam from what he’d just seen. Unable
to process it all, he concentrated on the dis-

“The food is in there,” she pointed to
an aluminum chest.
Lonny opened its top and smiled at
what he saw. He began to rifle through the
cans and boxes within.
“There’s drinking water in the jugs behind you,” she told him. “And more in those
taps, but you have to let it run for a long
time. It tastes funny if you don’t.”
“Tell me about the angel,” said Malcolm.
Siobhan unrolled a knotted blanket
across a stack of pallets. She climbed up,
covering her shoulders against the draft.
“After a while, we can turn on the
heat,” she said.
Lonny and Malcolm looked at each
other.
“Is there anything you don’t have
down here?” said Lonny.
“No video. No broadcasts,” said Siobhan. “There’s no way to know what’s going
on up there.” She held her index finger to the
ceiling.
“Tell me about the angel,” Malcolm
asked again.
Siobhan sighed. “I don’t know anything about her. She shows up sometimes.
Brings me food and other things. She’s not
really an angel. I just call her that. You’ll
think she is, the way she walks out from the
light, and all the things she knows. She
saved my life, brought me down here. She
told me to find you.”
Lonny dropped a can of green beans
which rolled across the floor to Malcolm’s
feet.
“She knows me?”
“She told me to find Malcolm Prouse.
You are Malcolm Prouse, aren’t you?”
“Yes,” said Malcolm.
“See, brother. I told you you’re famous,” Lonny said.
“I didn’t know who she meant at first.
I had to ask her and she said you were the
guy who reads the poster to me on the day
the soldiers kill everyone.”
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“I remember some of it,” said Malcolm. “I remember meeting Lonny. Not last
night, but before.”
“You don’t remember me, though?”
said Siobhan.
“I’m sorry. I don’t.”
“It takes time. I remember parts of it.
Three times, you came out of the Den and
read the poster to me. That is why I knew
what it said this morning. I remembered that
bit from the other times.”
“Wait. Why can’t I remember any of
this?” Lonny said through a mouthful of
canned meat.
“Because sometimes you’re dead,”
said Siobhan.
Lonny stopped chewing.
“Kid’s crazy,” he said. “Been down in
this hole too long if you ask me.” Lonny
went back to eating.
His companions were asleep when the
wall opposite Malcolm began to glow. Slight
vibrations wafted against him as an unfelt
breeze.
“Siobhan,” he called. “Little girl, your
angel is here.”
Siobhan called from her bed. “Cover
your eyes. It’s going to get bright.”
Malcolm and Lonny shielded their
eyes with their hands. In the shade between
his fingers, Malcolm saw what looked like a
human shadow walk out from the wall. The
light dimmed to what Malcolm recognized
as a cathode glow. In the centre of the dimly
glowing patch stood a woman in technicianwhite, her hair combed up beneath a starched
hat. She looked more like a doctor than an
angel.
“Good work, Siobhan. You remembered this time,” said the angel/doctor. “Mr
Prouse, there isn’t much time. You have to
stay away from the machine this time.”
“The what?”
“The machine.”
“What machine?”
“You don’t remember the machine?”
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comfort of his body.
“I think I ate too much,” he said.
When no one answered, he decided to
change topics from his extended stomach to
matters more at hand.
“The time travel stuff is bunk, if you
ask me,” he said, aware that no one had
asked him. “I don’t think it exists. Swingback, Replay, Construction, whatever you
want to call it. I think it’s just a story to keep
people off balance. Everything’s gone to
shit, and no one’s doing a thing to change it.
Everyone’s so eager to qualify for Construction. I’ve known tons of people who made it
into the program. They never come back.
There’s lots of talk about them. They’ve retired to an island somewhere in the Pacific.
We’ve all seen the advertisements. But I
think they’re all just gone, out of the way,
forgotten.”
“What about the woman?” said Siobhan. “She’s from the future. I know she is.”
She looked to Malcolm for support.
“She may be from another time,” he said.
“But I think she’s from the past, my past.
That room where I went—partially went—is
a hospital room I was in as a child. Your angel is a doctor in the hospital when I was a
boy. Twenty-five, no, thirty years ago.”
“From the past?” said Siobhan. “But
how come she knows about things that haven’t happened. She warned me about the soldiers who come to kill everyone. She told me
about you and where you’d be standing.
How could she know that?”
Malcolm looked at the letter in his
hand. “I’m not sure.”
“What was wrong with you when you
were a kid?” Lonny asked.
“I had a fever so high I was hallucinating. I saw people who weren’t there. I remember slipping away into a sort of dream.”
It was the cold he remembered, the
draw of an undefined chill. His body convulsed with it. When the fever broke, his
natural sensitivity to the cold evaporated
with it. The fever had burned away that vulnerability.
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That was the first time he’d heard of
Energen-A. The doctors explained the fever,
and his remarkable recovery, as being byproducts of his unusually high levels of the
compound. They took much from him then,
vials of blood, tissue samples. They tapped
his spine and extracted its fluid. And never
explained what they were doing beyond to
say that he was unique, and that these tests
might help other people.
He held the syringe. The canister contained instructions for injection, along with
medicated swabs, clean gauze and bandages.
There was no way of knowing when
she might return. There was a boy in the
room with her, in the bed. He was sure of it.
Could he have just seen his ten-year old self?
Perhaps. Replay was a strange thing, but a
strange thing that most people—apart from
conspiracy theorists, wingnuts like Lonny—
believed in. So, why couldn’t the boy in the
bed be him, and his own shadowy form a
manifestation that haunted him years before?
He tied a shoelace around his upper
arm as the diagrammed instructions showed.
Tapping his finger against the blue veins, he
squeezed his fist to increase the pressure.
Then, after swabbing the area, he poked the
needle through his skin, and missed the vein
altogether. He tried again, making another
hole in his skin. This time, the needle grazed
the vein. It popped away like a worm from a
hook.
He looked up to see Siobhan watching
him.
“Let me help you,” she said.
She climbed down from the pile of
wooden skids and took the needle from him.
“Like this,” Siobhan said, and slid the
needle into the vein channel. She squeezed
the plunger, placed a cotton ball where the
shaft met his flesh, and slowly removed the
needle.
“You can untie now,” she said.
“Where did you learn to do this?” Malcolm asked her.
“My mother was a lab technician. She
used to practice on me.”
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for a few days with a hibernal core temperature, no fever. And he’d come from nowhere. The room had been empty. Then the
boy was there.
All this night she’d been in the room.
Whatever it was that he had, she had it too.
She discovered the cloud of heat
around the boy when her gloves began to
melt. Shortly after, she felt her body temperature rise. They were quick to seal her in
the room with him. Another reason not to
call in other doctors unless absolutely necessary—there was no need for anyone else to
come in contact with the dilation.
The current theory held that the fever,
whatever it may be, became contagious only
in its fourth dilation, which Dr. Ringrose had
witnessed. She’d reached to brush the wet
ropes of his bangs from his eyes and felt the
hair on her arms begin to curl. Dr. Ringrose
pulled herself away and peeled the gloves
from her hands. A heat rash. On her arms.
Likely on her cheek too. The kid is radioactive. Why didn’t anyone mention the kid
could be radioactive?
A Geiger counter clucked in the corner
of the room now, but had shown only trace
levels of radioactivity. The boy had passed
through two more dilations and the counter
The wall began to shiver and the air needle hadn’t budged.
before him unfolded like the petals of a solar
She was not feeling well, and had been
sail and locked into a glittering mass, a experiencing hallucinations.
woven band of silver around the Woman in
“You doing alright, Von?” It was
Room 227. Malcolm remembered more upon Terry’s voice through the intercom. “You
seeing her a second (or was it a third?) time. look like you were gonna fall over there for a
A file of image and sound unlocked in his moment.”
mind as his sense of memory returned in a
“Had a big bounce. Had a big bounce,”
single unit, one dark hallway opening into said Ringrose. “I might be calling for a bed
light.
soon. Not yet, please. I’m just saying that a
No one in the cavern was surprised to bed could be prepared for me. Patient has
see a ring erupt in empty space. Malcolm variable lucidity. How are his vitals?”
had dreams like that. When the cold fever of
“We’ll watch his vitals from out here.
the fifth dilation shook him. He smashed his Monitor his physiology, Dr. Ringrose. His
head into the pillow, arching his belly into temperature fluctuates hibernal to steam
the air as if strung up by the navel. The bath. Heart, pulse, blood chemistry all good.
strongest one yet.
Just very slow. Von, let me ask you. Have
She kept the other doctors away from you heard of Energen-A?”
this patient. A boy, eight years old next
“I read about it. The Chrononaut’s
Tuesday, he said. If he lived. He’d been in
Gene it was called.”
“She gave you needles for practice?”
“No, I mean, I gave her needles. Vitamins. She was on all kinds of weird diets.”
“Where is your mother?”
“I don’t know.”
Nor did she know why she felt compelled to lie. It didn’t matter if this man
knew that her mother was cranker, that the
injections Siobhan gave her were the drugs
that kept her calm, the drugs she’d do anything to get, but trusted only her eight-year
old daughter to inject.
“She left a couple of years ago.”
Two hours later the wound on his arm
was still bleeding, although not much. Siobhan kept apologizing.
“It’s not your fault. I’ve always had
clotting problems. Besides, I think the hole
you made has pretty much healed up. The
jabs and stabs I made are causing the problem.”
She seemed satisfied with this explanation and Malcolm was happy he could bring
her some peace.
Malcolm had expected a reaction to the
green serum. Besides a mild thirst, he felt
fine.
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“You got it. So does the boy.”
“I didn’t know it was contagious.”
“It’s not. It’s congenital. And you both
have it. They are about two hours away from
lifting the quarantine, but you didn’t hear
that from me,” said Terry, signing off.
“You hear that, Malcolm. We’re both
genetic marvels.”
The chromosome known as Energen-A
was discovered years ago. About one in a
thousand carried it. While there were no
known dangers to possessing the chromosome it had been observed that carriers were
more susceptible to chronologic delirium, a
condition popularly, and shamelessly, called
Deja Flu. It was one of the ways government
and corporate entities had been able to enlist
thousands of people into serving in the Construct scam during the early part of the century.
I am getting colder, she thought. Cold
but not uncomfortable, and in no danger of
freezing. The tremors and hallucinations
were the most troubling part of the experience. The boy’s third dilation had activated
the dormant Energen-A in her. This delayed
contraction was beneficial from an evolutionary point of view. It allowed the hosts
alternating periods of lucidity. While one
dreamed, the other watched. In that way,
both survived, with the lucid one helping the
one in dilation. Alternating nursemaids, so to
speak.
She’d lost count of her convulsions.
Dilation One, Three? She didn’t know. Not
as advanced as the boy, for certain.
In the last bump she saw the girl again,
talking with the man on the steps of the
hockey arena. A memory relived, or Replayed, as the phenomenon had been called
when she was younger.
She remembered her entire life. Forty
years seen in a crisper light than she’d
known while living it. How could her memories be clearer than the present? The man
who they said disappeared in time, Malcolm
Prouse the Chrononaut, had read her the
poster just before the guns began. The man
pushed against the crowd, tried to reach her
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but was dragged into the stone building. The
girl ran without considering direction, just
darted into any opening in the crowd and
somehow made it to the fountain, ornate
bronze warhorse rearing up in the center of a
circular pond. She sat on the ledge and cried
until the angel came, and told her where to
find the cavern. For years after, she would
dream of that moment, or dream similar
scenes: a girl at a well, or a lake, in a safe
place underground.
And now the memories, more defined
than the present moment, turned over in her
mind.
Her older self was here, beside the
boy, talking with the man the boy would become, eventually, long ago.
How many places could she be in at
once? She called for a bed.
That was the first time the boy appeared, relived a thousand times perhaps.
Now she remembered the serum. Alter the
boy’s chemistry to bring the man through.
There was a chance.
He was standing in the hospital room.
It wasn’t a dream, a vision. He was there, his
feet on the white linoleum. In the bed, the
boy he’d been convulsed and flung the
sheets wildly over the side rails. The boy
moaned. Malcolm’s arm ached from the injection.
“What was it you gave me?” he asked
the doctor, who was curled on her side on a
hospital gurney.
“It was an enhancement. It won’t last
long. Soon you’ll be zipped off. Back there,”
she said.
Even as she said it, she didn’t quite
believe that the man from her dream, the
man on the steps of the hockey arena, was
standing here in the room.
“It was you. You stepped through the
air and gave me the syringe. Told me it
would help bring me through. Why?”
“I don’t know,” she said. “It’s something I did before.”
A voice barked from an intercom.
“What’s going on in there? Von, are you
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okay? Where’d this guy come from? Security’s on the way.”
“Wait,” said Dr. Siobhan Ringrose.
“We need his blood. The man’s blood. We
need the aged sample to give the boy.”
Terry’s voice crackled through the intercom, “Von, you’re not making sense.
Who is that man?”
“He’s Malcolm Prouse,” she said.
The boy looked up from the bed.
“That’s my name,” he said.
“You’re both Malcolm Prouse,” said
Dr Ringrose. “And you’re both in the wrong
time.
All his life, Malcolm had endured a
feeling of mild boredom. From a young age,
he was convinced he’d seen it all, although
he’d really seen nothing of the world. His
parents suspected that the fever, and his disappearance from hospital, had left him somehow jaded. He remembered nothing of the
days after he wandered off from the hospital.
At first, the Prouses suspected kidnapping,
but security cameras showed that he hadn’t
left the hospital room. When he turned up in
bed a few days later, seemingly unharmed,
everyone just assumed he’d sneaked off, hid
somewhere in the hospital, and had somehow found the blind spots in every security
camera throughout the complex. Either way,
they were happy he’d returned.
The fever faded, but Malcolm never
recovered. From that point on, he was a different child: easily confused, always distracted, and uninterested in what went on
around him. For years after the illness, he
talked about his hallucinations as if they’d
been real. There were people, he said, in the
room with him. A doctor who brought in a
bed so she could stay with him, and another
who talked through a box in the wall. None
of these people resembled the staff Mr. and
Mrs. Prouse had met. He also described the
waterfront, the view from the south side of
the hospital. Out there, the river slipped by
as always, but he could see only parts of it.
Houses and condo buildings blocked the
view. Two days before, nothing was clutThe Future Fire 2012.22

tered along the shoreline.
Standing in the hospital room, Dr. Ringrose in the bed before him, his younger self
in the other bed, Malcolm felt a sensation
he’d not known since before the fever. He
had no idea what would come next. Nothing
was familiar anymore. His heart knocked in
his chest.
“Give my blood to this boy?”
“It’s the only way to set it right. To
stop it from happening. To stop him from
coming here, and from all those people dying. None of that had to happen. The massacre. It didn’t have to happen.”
Terry had entered the room. “Von,
you’re making no sense. What massacre?”
“The massacre at Time Corp.”
“You’re talking ancient history, Von.
Thirty years? Something like that. What
about it?”
“It didn’t have to happen. None of it.
Take his blood and give it to the boy.”
Terry walked back to the outer room.
Siobhan stood from the bed.
“Help me,” she said to Malcolm who
took her arm, cradling her elbow. “Your
blood as it is now will quell the fever that
brought him here. You’ve built immunity to
the dilations. That is why you’ve never
slipped away again. Only through that machine.”
She sat limply on the bed with the
younger Malcolm.
“Block the door with that chair,” she
said.
Malcolm dragged the chair to the door
and wedged its back under the handle, kicking the legs to secure it.
“Hey,” Terry called from the other
room. “Siobhan, don’t do it. We have no information on these patients.” Then said into
a telephone, “I thought security was coming.
Dr. Ringrose is about to perform an untested
transfusion on Patient X with blood from an
unknown donor. They’ve secured the door. I
can’t get in.”
Malcolm brought Siobhan the needle
she asked for.
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“This is the second time today you’ve
given me a needle,” he said, thinking that he
understood at last.
“For you maybe. It’s been thirty years
for me,” said the doctor.
“Will this hurt?” said young Malcolm.
“Not at all,” Siobhan said. “It’s a
dream, Malcolm. You’ll wake up soon. And
everything will be different this time. No
machine, no den, no conscription.”
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Malcolm turned his head away from
the needle. It wouldn’t hurt as much if he
didn’t watch. One needn’t see everything to
know it was happening.
Outside, the river slid past houses that
were not there, through a park that had been
swampland just a few days before. The water
was low, and the sky was a rusted grey with
no clouds at all.

REQUIEM FOR
SHIVA
D. Thomas Minton

Illustration © 2012, Rhiannon Rasmussen-Silverstein

Eighty meters, seventy meters, sixty meters...
The distance to Thomas Endahl’s destination clicked down quickly in the tactical display bio-engineered into his left eye.
...fifty meters, forty meters...
Succulent stalks of sugar cane splintered
easily against the mechanized walker’s armor
as it cut a scar across the field with its effortless three-meter strides.
...thirty meters, twenty...
The walker burst out of the cane field onto
a coral-paved haul road. Green cane formed a
dense wall on one side; charred stalks—the
field burned in preparation for harvest—
clattered like blackened wind chimes on the
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other.
The target distance flashed zero in his eye.
Endahl initiated the pre-launch sequence
for the quantum javelin. Power indicators
surged towards red. Stabilizing arms extended from the walker’s torso, driving explosive anchor-bolts into the underlying limestone. Checklist tasks flashed green as they
were completed.
The system, now site-calibrated and
armed, awaited his command to destroy the
world.
Not yet, Endahl thought.
He cracked the seal on the canopy and
pushed it aside. The afternoon sun made him
squint as it flooded the cockpit. Endahl in-
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haled deeply. A tang of brine blown in from
the sea. A hint of smoky blackstrap molasses
from the charred cane. Every shadow-world
had a distinctive smell, and Thomas Endahl
had learned to savor them like fine scotch.
A flash of pink, low and to his left, caught
Endahl’s attention.
He leaned forward until the straps dug
into his shoulders.
In a ditch along the side of the road, a
woman clutched to her breast a small child
in a pink dress. The little girl, pigtailed and
no more than three, struggled to get away.
The woman’s dark face looked up at him,
her eyes wide. Her mouth moved, but no
words came out. Yet Endahl could read her
lips, as clearly as if he could hear her plea:
“Please don’t hurt her.”
Endahl froze, a knot in his gut.
The woman and child prostrated themselves before him like worshipers of an ancient and terrible god.
Endahl squeezed his eyes shut, trying to
purge the woman and child from his memory, but they floated ghostlike among the
flashing tactical data. Nausea curdled his
stomach, and for a moment he felt like he
was outside his body looking back at himself. He saw his crinkled brow and the way
his hand trembled over the manual launch
control. Then, as quickly as it had happened,
he was back inside his body, his eyes still
squeezed shut. But instead of the launch
data, a silent crowd pressed around him. His
stomach tightened as he recognized the Bern
Railway Station. Desperately he scanned
over the top of the crowd, but he could not
see them. Then he caught a glimpse of pink,
and pushed his way towards it, but he was
too late. The woman and her pigtailed child
disappeared through the entry gate leading to
the Paris maglev.
Endahl’s eyes snapped open. His ragged
breaths echoed in his ears.
He yanked the canopy shut and triggered
the weapon.
The quantum javelin whistled as it
climbed on a column of smoke that looked
like a scar on the unblemished skin of
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heaven. At the top of its trajectory, it turned
in a smooth pivot and plummeted back to
earth, striking the ground a kilometer away.
The world shook as waves of energy
spread away from the warhead’s insertion
point like ripples in a pond. As the rings
widened, the quantum disruption reached its
threshold, triggering a chain reaction that
would engulf this world.
Above the walker a shimmering Everett
Tunnel opened. The walker’s stabilizing anchors popped as they disengaged and retracted.
Below him, in the dirt, the child looked
up. Her face glowed in the blossoming light,
her eyes wide, but Endahl was unsure if it
was with fear or fascination. Then she was
gone, the molecules of her body, her bones,
her eyes, ripped apart and spread into the
cosmos.
The walker flexed and launched itself into
the Everett Tunnel as the atmosphere caught
fire and burned with the phosphoric intensity
of a million suns.
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The walker landed with a solid crunch on
the scorched concrete re-entry pad outside of
Berlin. Air hissed into the cockpit as the canopy auto-cycled open.
Endahl clawed at the straps holding him.
He tumbled onto the tarmac, gasping for air.
The little girl’s face, her pigtails and pink
dress, filled his vision every time he blinked.
Endahl pushed himself to his knees and
vomited.
Endahl did not mention the woman and
child during his mission debriefing, nor did
he include them in his report, which took
him longer than usual to key because he
could not stop his hands from shaking. Once
finished, he boarded the dedicated maglev
home, an M-corps issued apartment in a secure high-rise in the heart of Berlin’s Tiergarten. Unable to sleep, he took a sedative
and eventually drifted off.
Endahl awoke several hours before dawn
in a tangle of sweat-soaked sheets. His head

muzzy with fragmented dreams, he stumbled
out to his third-floor balcony and leaned over
the rail. Near the security gate, a half-dozen
protesters waved signs and chanted anti-war
slogans. They were too far away for Endahl
to hear the words, but he could hear their
chants as a voiceless murmur in the stillness.
He spat over the rail.
How quickly people forgot Paris.
Only four years ago an Everett Gate had
opened unannounced and deposited an otherworldly explosive device at the base of the
Arc de Triomphe. By some miracle of miscalculation on the part of their attackers, the
explosion never crossed the energy threshold
needed to cause a quantum chain reaction.
Instead of destroying the planet, it had left a
forty-kilometer wide crater where Paris had
been.
Endahl shivered, even though the night
wasn’t cold. He went inside and sat on the
edge of the couch. The yellowish light from
the end table lamp illuminated the apartment’s bare beige walls and standard issue
rust-orange furniture.
From the end table drawer he removed a
picture frame. The screen came to life when
his fingers smudged through the layer of dust
and made contact with the silver metal. The
first digital photo appeared: Thomas Endahl,
younger and heavier, with his daughter Casey on the steps of the Cathedral Saint Vincent in Bern. She had asked about God that
day, and Endahl had struggled to explain
Him so that a three-year old would understand. He didn’t realize it then, but Endahl
knew now that even he didn’t understand
God.
After a few seconds, the photo cycled,
replaced by one of Catarina and Casey sitting on a blanket beneath a tree in the Botanischer Garten der Universität. Endahl remembered that day vividly. He had been
nearing the end of his sabbatical at the University of Bern, leading an international team
of researchers developing stable Everett
Tunnels, something Endahl had proven theoretically possible the year before. They were
celebrating his team’s first successful reThe Future Fire 2012.22

trieval of a tethered camera probe that contained a picture of what appeared to be
downtown Brussels. Not the Brussels of their
world, however, but the Brussels of a
shadow-world, somewhere nearby in the
Multiverse.
The picture cycled again to the Bern Railway Station.
Endahl tried to look away but could not.
He and Catarina had been planning the
trip to Paris ever since they had arrived in
Bern, but breakthroughs in the lab had
prompted Endahl to repeatedly delay. The
last time they had rescheduled, Endahl had
promised her they would spend their anniversary in Paris. Then the Brussels breakthrough happened the day before, and Endahl would not leave. Angry, Catarina had
refused to reschedule again. He had taken
her to the railway station, hoping she would
acquiesce.
“You promised, Thomas.” In her hat and
skirt, she looked like a 1950s movie star.
Even her frown could not mar her beauty.
“We’re so close, Catarina. Please, we
can tour Paris next year.” He reached out to
touch her face, but she pulled away. “This is
important.” Endahl immediately regretted
the hard edge to his voice.
“And when will we be important?” Catarina turned, Casey’s hand firmly in her
own, and pushed into the crowd without
looking back.
Endahl had snapped the last picture with
his phone: Casey, wearing pigtails and a
pink flower dress frowning at him as Catarina dragged her toward the Paris maglev.
Endahl put the frame down on the end
table and lay back on the couch, wondering
why he had pulled it out.
It had been in that drawer since he had
moved into the apartment two years ago. On
three previous occasions, he had tried to
throw it away, but throwing it away required
him to touch it, and whenever that happened,
he inevitably wound up in a gutter after a
three-day bender. He had decided long ago
that it would be easier to leave it in the
drawer and move to another apartment.
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Endahl swept the frame into the end table
drawer and slammed it shut. He wanted a
drink, or some pills, anything that might help
him forget. He ran his fingers through his
hair several times. He hadn’t gone through
years of therapy to backslide now. He
needed to talk to somebody.
Endahl entered the code for Samuel Albright’s room into the video phone. The circuit rang.
“Come on, Sam. Pick up.”
Albright’s answering service clicked in.
Endahl hung up without leaving a message.
He chewed at a ragged nail as he paced
the room with staccato steps, unsure what to
do. Prior to Paris, he would have laughed at
the prospects of becoming friends with a
man like Sam Albright. They had first met
when they had been paired as bunkmates
during advanced training for the newly
formed M-corps. Albright had talked him
into breaking curfew for a night of carousing
that had nearly resulted in both their discharges. They might have gotten away with
it if Endahl hadn’t started a fight with a
group of drunken Brits who had made a joke
about the Paris incident being a good start at
cleaning up the continent. Albright certainly
would have been better off not coming to
Endahl’s aid and spending the next ten hours
in a holding cell, but he had waded into the
fray, blackening eyes and breaking noses,
like a soccer hooligan. “We’re brothers in
arms now,” he had told Endahl as they sat in
a holding cell that reeked of urine. “If I’m
not there for you, then no one is.” Endahl
remembered thinking that he wouldn’t have
done the same if things had been reversed.
But that was then.
Without realizing it, Endahl found himself in the bathroom, holding a bottle of
painkillers. He had already shaken two of
them into his hand and was staring at the rest
in the bottle. After a minute, during which he
had emptied the all the pills into his hand
and returned them to the bottle several times,
he tossed them all into the toilet and flushed
them.
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Then he headed out for a walk, leaving
the apartment door open.
Endahl awoke with a migraine behind his
left eye. At least the pain gave him something to focus on. He lay on his kitchen
floor. Vague, fuzzy memories of booze and
last-call women flashed through his head
like shrapnel.
He pushed himself to a sitting position. A
puddle of dried vomit had an imprint of his
profile in it. It reminded him of an antique
cameo pendant that Catarina had worn on
their wedding day and that she wore on
every anniversary.
After several tries, he gained his feet.
The message light on his video phone
winked at him from across the room.
He stumbled over and checked the message ID, hoping it was Albright. It was Jörg,
the Watch Commander.
Another mission so soon? But then he
realized he didn’t know what day it was. He
checked the date on the phone. Five days had
passed and he didn’t know where they had
gone.
Endahl messaged his left temple; an assignment was what he needed. He rang Jörg
at Command.
Jörg’s coffee complexion turned to the
monitor from another task. His face was serious. “Thomas, sorry to call on your down
day.”
Endahl was suddenly alert. “What’s up,
Jörg?”
“It’s Albright. He’s forty hours past due
and his transponder is still green.” Jörg let
the implication soak in.
Albright was still alive, so that could only
mean....
“Rogue? Sam? Not a chance,” Endahl
said. “There must be another explanation.”
“That’s why I called you,” Jörg said.
“You two are close and Sam’s one of our
best. I don’t want to lose him, but in less
than eight hours he’s going to be listed
AWOL and Central will dispatch the reeve.”
Endahl suppressed a shudder. “What can I
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Endahl double-checked the signal and
frowned.
He heard a voice around back of the
chapel. Behind the building was a graveyard
surrounded by a white fence. A semi-circle
of people stood near an open grave with their
heads bowed. A large man in vestments,
with his back to Endahl, spread his arms
wide and lifted his voice to the sky.
“Deliver me, O Lord, from eternal death
on that fearful day, when the heavens and the
earth are moved, when you come to judge
the world with fire...”
As the preacher spoke, the congregation
seemed to draw strength from his voice. The
hunch in their shoulders straightened.
“...I am made to tremble and I fear, because of the judgment that will come, and
also the coming wrath, when the heavens
...6:58:43...
and the earth are moved...” The preacher
The shimmering Everett Tunnel collapsed shifted.
to a quantum singularity and vanished, leavEndahl drew a sharp breath.
ing Endahl alone beneath a vault of blue sky.
Samuel Albright stood among the mournHe unsealed the skin-suit’s helmet and ers. He was pale and grim-faced as he stared
peeled back the soft fabric like a parka hood. into the open grave at his feet. He wore a
The smell of burnt sugar cane nearly somber suit that, remarkably, hung loose on
knocked him to his knees. This place....
his large frame. He looked ghostly in the sea
On his left, stalks of cut cane lay scattered of black clothes, black hair, and black skin.
like burnt matchsticks. The field stretched
“...That day of wrath, calamity, and misoff into the distance, ending at the edge of ery, that day of great and exceeding bitteranother field, unburned but already three me- ness, when you come to judge the world with
ters tall and ready for harvest.
fire...”
He took a deep breath to slow his poundEndahl did not want to believe that Aling pulse. This place couldn’t be the same bright had gone rogue, but there seemed to
place, he told himself, because he always did be no other explanation for what he was seehis job.
ing. He wondered what could have caused
His tactical implant flashed as it acquired him to be compromised, because the AlAlbright’s transponder signal. A compass bright he knew was a consummate soldier.
floret floated in his vision, spinning as he
“...Grant this man eternal rest, O Lord,
aligned himself and started to walk. Five and let perpetual light shine upon him.
hundred meters down the gravel road, En- Amen.”
dahl came to a building of weathered clapAs Albright looked up from the hole, he
boards. The morning sunlight glinted off a noticed Endahl and shook his head slowly,
simple cross perched atop a steeply peaked
almost imperceptibly.
roof. To the right of the open double doors,
Uncertain what to do, Endahl pulled back,
painted neatly in simple block letters on a
but
continued to watch from around the corwhitewashed board, were the words “Church
Of Deliverance.” In slightly smaller letters ner of the chapel.
The congregation echoed the preacher’s
below it: “Now Is The Time To Repent.”
do?”
“I was hoping you’d ask that. I’m clearing
you for a special-op. Albright’s mission
needs to be completed, and then I want you
to bring him back. We can come up with a
cover and deal with the problem back here,
among our own.”
Endahl nodded.
“I can’t send a walker,” Jörg continued.
“It will raise too many questions, and what
I’m proposing isn’t exactly by the regulation.
We’ll send you in a skin-suit. You in?”
“When do I leave?”
“Next window is in forty-eight minutes.”
“I’ll be there with bells on.”
“I knew I could count on you, Thomas.
Bring him home.”
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“Amen.”
The preacher took a handful of the red
dirt. He weighed it in his hand like a precious metal, and then tossed it into the grave.
Albright, followed by all of the other mourners, repeated the action. They filed out of the
graveyard and clustered around the gate for a
time, exchanging quiet words and long embraces. Albright moved among them, speaking with each of them. Eventually the people
wandered away to their vehicles, leaving Albright and the preacher alone. Albright
stripped off his suit coat and hung it over the
fence rail. The preacher pushed up the
sleeves of his vestments. His arms were covered with dozens of scars that stood out
white on his chocolate brown skin. The two
men took up shovels and began to scoop dirt
into the grave. The shovel tips made rhythmic chunking noises as they worked.
Endahl approached the graveyard gate.
The preacher looked up from his labor.
He dropped his shovel. Albright grabbed him
by the shoulder, leaned in, and whispered to
him. All the while, the preacher kept wide
eyes fixed on Endahl. When Albright had
finished, the preacher went to the far corner
of the graveyard. He removed a cigarette and
lit it.
Albright stuck his shovel into the pile of
red dirt. A smile slid across his glistening
face as he engulfed Endahl in a tight embrace. Surprised, Endahl did not return the
gesture before Albright let go, but Albright
did not seem to notice. “It’s good to see you,
Thomas. What took you so long?”
“Sam...” Endahl found he had no words.
His mind was a jumble of questions that he
could not sort. He stuttered several false
starts.
“I won’t do it, Thomas.”
The conviction in Albright’s voice gave
Endahl pause. “You don’t belong here,
Sam.”
“I’m not sure I belong there either.”
“Talk to me.”
Albright wiped his face with the sleeve of
his white dress shirt. “I want you to meet
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Father John.”
Across the graveyard the preacher had
smoked his first cigarette to a stub and was
in the process of lighting another. He continued to stare at Endahl.
Endahl found the preacher’s gaze unsettling. “No,” he said.
“Forget the rules, Thomas. This is more
important.”
“We all make mistakes, Sam. Finish the
mission and let’s go home.”
“No.” Albright yanked the spade free.
With aggressive strokes, he continued to
shovel dirt into the hole.
Father John crushed his half-smoked
cigarette beneath his shoe and came back
across the graveyard to retrieve his shovel.
While Endahl watched, the two men finished
filling the hole. Albright put his left arm
around Father John’s shoulders and led him
to the gate.
Endahl grabbed Albright’s right elbow.
“Walk with me, Sam. Graveyards are for the
dead.”
...6:23:35...
A crushed coral road ran along the back
fence of the graveyard, separating it from a
lush field of two-meter tall swordgrass. The
land rose gently, but in the heat, Endahl was
quickly covered with sweat. Albright followed a few steps behind; his breathing,
deep and rhythmic, was not the least bit labored. As the land crested and spilled out
onto a limestone plateau that formed the
eastern half of the island, Endahl paused to
catch his breath. To the south, the plateau
sloped toward the ocean, glassy and dark in
the morning calm. The land was a checkerboard of green and black cane fields.
Endahl’s breath caught in his throat.
The similarity of this place to his last mission was unnerving, even though he knew he
should expect it. In what now seemed like a
distant life, Endahl had pioneered the theoretical and practical development of Everett
Tunnels. He knew that a tunnel could only
be opened to a shadow-world in close prox37

imity to Earth within Hilbert space; otherwise the energy well was too great to overcome. Proximity in Hilbert space was related
to how recently the quantum wave function
of the two worlds had decohered or split, so
every reachable shadow-world shared a recent history with Earth. They should be similar.
What threw him was that he had visited
over a hundred shadow-worlds and had
never arrived at the same geographic location. The uncertainty of plotting trajectories
through Hilbert space made consistent terminal nodes for the Everett Tunnels impossible.
On newly visited shadow-worlds, the first
Everett Tunnel could open anywhere. Given
enough missions, he had every reason to expect this feeling of déjà vu to eventually occur. Knowing this, however, did nothing to
settle his nerves.
Albright’s touch startled him.
“We’re fighting a war, Sam,” Endahl
said. “Remember Paris?”
“Of course I remember Paris. How many
thousands of worlds have we destroyed
fighting an enemy we can’t even identify?
Do we stop when we’ve destroyed them
all?”
“We can’t destroy them all,” Endahl said.
“We only need to destroy the ones that could
do Paris to us again.”
“We don’t know who those worlds are, so
we shoot every man, woman, and child and
don’t even bother to ask questions later. This
is wrong, Thomas. We are killing innocent
people.”
Endahl yanked his elbow free of Albright’s grip. “And Catarina and Casey?
They were innocent.” His hands were shaking.
“This won’t bring them back, Thomas.
No matter how many worlds you destroy, it
won’t bring them back—”
Endahl dropped Albright with a right
hook to his jaw. He continued to deliver
blows to the fallen man as quickly as he
could, ignoring the pain blossoming in his
fists and the blood smeared across his knuckles. Most of his blows were ineffective as
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Albright curled into a protective ball. After a
dozen blows, Endahl tired and sat on the
ground. He sucked at the thick air.
Albright sat up, wiping blood from his
nose. He moved his jaw around experimentally. “We kill because we don’t know what
else to do, but it isn’t the answer. The capacity to feel again is in us, Thomas.” With a
grunt, Albright stood. “You learn about people based on how they treat their enemies.
We’re not warriors, Thomas. We’re executioners, and those we kill are guilty of nothing more than existing. Are we any better
than those who destroyed Paris?”
Albright turned away and headed down
the road back toward the chapel, leaving Endahl alone with himself.
...6:04:43...
Executioner. The word rattled around Endahl’s head like lead shot. Those who had
destroyed Paris were executioners. Not Thomas Endahl. He was a victim. No one should
have to experience what he did that day Paris
was destroyed.
It had only been four hours since Catarina had disappeared into the crowd at the
Bern Railway Station when Ernst Getzhardt
burst into the lab with news that something
had happened at Paris.
Endahl went cold, but tried to hide his
dread by pretending to be unconcerned. He
fought the need to run to the department
break room.
When he got there a crowd of lab-coated
people were jammed around a small flatscreen television tuned to CNN Europe.
Their faces were slack and their jaws hung
open. Henri, a visiting French scientist,
stood face to the wall sobbing heavily while
his lab assistant tried to comfort him.
“What happened?” Endahl’s voice was
barely a whisper.
No one answered.
Endahl pushed his way to the front, as if
getting closer to the television would allow
him to see it was a hoax. News helicopters
circled where Notre Dame had once been.
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The Louvre. The Eiffel Tower. The Arc de
Triomphe.
“This can’t be this can’t be no no no.”
Nothing left but a crater billowing ash
into the stratosphere.
But Endahl knew that Catarina and Casey
had been there. Their train had been scheduled to arrive hours ago, and Catarina
would have called if anything had gone
wrong. He tried to tell himself that they hadn’t made it, that their train had broken down
outside the city or been detained at the border, but he couldn’t convince himself. He
knew it was a lie.
His body was numb.
Someone hugged him and cried into his
shoulder, but he didn’t know who. His vision
had tunneled. Everything but the images on
the television had gone black.
“Thomas? Thomas?”
Paris was gone. Catarina and Casey were
gone. He was still there, but his life was
gone.
...5:31:12...
A gleam of light caught Endahl’s eye,
drawing him back from his thoughts. His
tactical display auto-zoomed on the pinpoint
of light down among the sugar cane fields.
At the edge of a bare field stood a walker, its
stabilizing arms deployed and its quantum
javelins angled for launch.
Albright was the quintessential soldier:
dedicated, faithful and brave. What could
have caused him to abandon his mission at
the last moment?
Endahl felt betrayed. Albright had been
the one constant since Paris. It was like he
had said back in that holding cell the first
night they had met: “If I’m not there, then no
is.” After one of Endahl’s drinking binges,
Albright had talked a pistol out of his hand
and convinced him to seek psychiatric help
for his grief. Endahl wasn’t sure why, but
Albright seemed to understand his pain.
Guilt stabbed at Endahl’s gut. His friend
needed him now, and all he could think
about were his own selfish needs. He had to
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stop Albright from throwing away his career
and likely his life.
Endahl took one last look at the walker
glinting in the sunlight and then turned back
toward the chapel.
...5:02:34...
Albright’s transponder signal showed him
a half kilometer to the southwest of the
chapel. Along the building’s south side the
manicured lawn ended at a tangle of tall mahogany trees and hanging philodendrons
with half-meter wide leaves. A dark slash cut
into the dense undergrowth, the head of a
narrow trail that disappeared into the jungle.
The air closed around Endahl like a cool,
damp blanket. The sunlight splashed across
wide leaves high overhead, casting green
dapple into the forest depths. Everything was
slick with water and moss. The trail delved
forward with straight-line purpose. After a
few hundred meters, it sloped downward,
into a ravine. Large ficus trees clung to the
jagged limestone with gnarled roots. Somewhere overhead a dove cooed and took
flight. Endahl jumped as its wings beat the
thick air.
From the bottom of the ravine, Endahl
heard water cascading over rocks. Albright
was close, perhaps at the edge of the unseen
stream.
Endahl slowed, straining to hear Albright
through the tangle of vegetation and shadow,
but the forest was filled with the noise of
rustling leaves and droning insects. He edged
forward.
The stream tumbled gently through a series of shin-deep pools bordered by rounded
stones. In one of the man-made pools, Albright, stripped to the waist, washed his face
and chest. In a pool nearby, sitting on a short
wooden stool, Father John scrubbed his feet
with a cloth.
Albright looked up as Endahl stopped at
the water’s edge.
“We need to talk, Sam,” Endahl said.
Albright’s chest shivered, flicking water
from his goose-pimpled skin. “Then talk.”
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Endahl glanced at Father John. The
preacher watched him warily from the stool
a few meters away, his foot forgotten. “Not
here, Sam. Come home.”
“Not yet, Thomas; my work’s not done.”
A half-dozen urgent blasts of a car horn
shattered the tranquility. Several men
crashed through the forest, screaming for
Father John. Three men stumbled out of the
undergrowth on the opposite side of the
stream and nearly fell into the preacher’s
pool. They grabbed Father John as he
reached the edge of the stream and pulled
him into the forest.
Albright pulled on his shoes, and before
Endahl could stop him, followed Father John
into the forest.
Endahl cursed. The trail up which Albright had disappeared wasn’t much of a
trail. Broken vegetation and skid marks in
the mud marked the path bulldozed by the
men down the steep ravine wall. Endahl used
the hanging vines and rope-like ficus roots to
pull himself up the incline. Above, panicked
voices grew louder.
At the top of the ravine, a narrow crushed
coral road cut through the jungle. In the middle of the road, a mud-caked green pickup
truck had skidded to a stop. A half-dozen
men swarmed around it, their voices an unintelligible buzz. The whole scene reminded
Endahl of a stirred-up ant’s nest. In the middle of it all, Albright tried to calm one of the
men.
“Move back!” Father John’s deep voice
cut through the panic and the crowd fell silent. They stepped back from the pickup. For
the first time, Endahl saw people in the
truck’s bed. The truck’s suspension protested
as Father John climbed onto the open tailgate. The people in the truck’s bed parted.
A woman huddled against the back of
truck’s cab, hugging to her chest a limp bundle wrapped in a sheet. She rocked the bundle back and forth. As Father John approached, she screamed. The noise was distilled anguish.
Endahl covered his ears as the crowd took
another step back.
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Father John dropped to his knees and sidled forward. Gently, he placed his hands on
either side of her head and turned her face up
towards his. The woman’s scream softened,
and then faded into silence. A hush fell over
the entire jungle.
Endahl stepped closer, trying to see the
woman better, but too many people blocked
his view.
Father John carefully lifted the bundle
from her arms. As he stood, a pair of small
feet tumbled out of the bottom of the sheet.
One foot was bare; the other wore a shoe
with a pink bow. They swung loosely.
Endahl stumbled back and nearly fell, but
Albright caught his arm and steadied him.
“What happened?”
Albright’s face was grim. “Drug cartel,”
he said. “A warning to the father.”
Endahl felt like someone had punched
him in the solar plexus.
The men around the truck piled into it.
Three squeezed into the cab with the sheetwrapped child. The rest leaped into the back.
The truck dipped dangerously low to the
road. The vehicle roared to life in a blue
cloud of exhaust.
Albright moved toward the truck.
Endahl grabbed his arm. “Don’t.”
“I need to.”
Endahl tightened his grip.
“Come with me, Thomas.”
The people in the bed of the truck maneuvered around trying to arrange themselves so
that they could all sit, but there didn’t seem
to be enough room. The dilemma elicited
shouts from one of the men in the cab.
Endahl could not climb into that pick-up
truck; not with all of those people. “This isn’t our place,” he said. “These aren’t our
people.”
“They aren’t any different than us. Can’t
you see that?”
Endahl wanted to take a step back, but he
would need to release his grip on Albright’s
arm. He didn’t want to do that.
The men in the back of the pick-up truck
found an arrangement that allowed them all
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to sit. The truck started to roll forward.
“Whoa!” Albright shouted. The trucked
jerked to a stop. Albright stared into Endahl’s eyes, but he didn’t try to pull away.
“Come with me.”
“There isn’t much time.”
“I know.”
Endahl wasn’t sure why he let go, but he
did. Perhaps it was something in Albright’s
eyes; a pinched weariness, like someone who
had seen too much suffering. Or perhaps it
was because he really did want to get in that
truck and comfort the woman by telling her
that he understood her pain. Wasn’t that all
people really wanted, for others to understand their pain? Didn’t that make it bearable?
Albright climbed over the closed tailgate.
The people shifted around until he could
kneel. Albright extended his hand to Endahl.
Endahl stared at it, but didn’t move.
Father John slapped his scarred hand
against the cab’s roof.
Albright frowned, his disappointment obvious. “Wait for me at the chapel,” he said as
the truck jerked forward and roared off down
the road.

taken away because of something her father
had done. Weren’t fathers supposed to protect their daughters?
Endahl had wondered every day if the
successful test of the Everett Tunnel had
been the cause of the Paris attack. Had his
tunnel scared another shadow-world into a
pre-emptive strike? The timing of the two
events seemed more than coincidence. He
had caused three-and-a-half million people
to no longer existed.
Endahl touched Catarina’s face on the
photograph. It was rough, the picture’s finish
having been rubbed away. Carefully he slid
the picture back into his pocket.

...2:13:26...
Endahl grew tired of sitting on the steps.
The day was too hot, and the open doors behind him promised a cool sanctuary from the
midday heat. Hesitantly, he stepped inside.
The floor boards groaned under his weight as
he walked up the central aisle and sat in the
front pew.
It felt odd to be sitting in a church again.
He hadn’t been in one since Catarina and
Casey’s memorial service. He and God had
had a falling out. But now, as he stared up at
a stained glass of Christ on the cross, he felt
...3:02:22...
overcome with a need to pray.
Endahl sat on the front steps of the
He slid forward onto the kneeler and
chapel, clutching a dog-eared and creased
bowed his head.
photograph of Catarina holding newborn Ca“Why did you take them?”
sey. Eighteen hours of labor and two hours
Endahl had asked the question a thousand
of pushing had burst a spiderweb of capillartimes.
He had never received an answer. He
ies in Catarina’s cheeks and down her neck.
didn’t know why he thought this time would
Dark circles ringed her eyes.
be
any different.
She had never been more beautiful.
“Lord, give me the strength to carry on,”
Catarina hated that picture. Endahl had
snapped it against her protests the moment he whispered. “Give me the wisdom to do
what is right. Show me the path out of this
the nurses had put Casey in her arms for the
first time. When she had looked down at the pain.”
Endahl squeezed his eyes shut. He
perfection in her arms, all of her exhaustion
yearned
for an answer, for a sign, anything
and pain had melted from her battered face.
to grasp onto, but he felt nothing, only the
She had glowed.
That day had been the pinnacle of his life. hollowness of his life.
Drained, he slumped over the kneeler’s
The pick-up truck woman’s scream
railing. What had he expected? God had
haunted him. Like Casey, her little girl had
turned his back on him at Paris. He had
been innocent. Also like Casey, she had been
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chine was over the rise in an empty field?
Jörg hadn’t mentioned sending two walkers.
Endahl pulled at the vegetation with renewed vigor. If he could uncover more of the
machine, maybe he could learn more. After
pulling a few more thick vines free, Endahl
stopped and took a hesitant step back. The
sweat on his back turned icy.
Maybe Jörg had never mentioned it because he had sent only one walker.
Another walker from another shadow...0:57:17...
world?
Where was the pilot?
Endahl checked Albright’s location. He
Endahl looked around, squinting into the
was still at the same place he was several
hours ago, about fifteen kilometers to the dense underbrush, but he saw nothing.
Was the pilot here to destroy this world?
northwest.
He berated himself for letting Albright What other reason could he have for coming
climb into the pick-up truck. Now it was too in a walker? More importantly, why hadn’t
late to reach him. All he could do was hope he finished the job?
Endahl’s head hurt; too many questions
that Albright returned before the reeve arand not enough data. He turned at the sound
rived.
For what seemed like the twentieth time, of an approaching vehicle.
Endahl walked around the outside of the
...0:27:44...
chapel. He paused at the graveyard fence and
The mud-caked pick-up truck pulled into
leaned on the top rail. Dozens of headstones, the gravel lot. Several men clambered from
all sizes and condition, were scattered across the truck bed, Albright among them. Father
the ground like morbid wildflowers.
John climbed out of the cab.
He had never buried Catarina or Casey.
Other vehicles arrived, parking in long
There was nothing to inter.
rows. Soon dozens of men, women, and chilEndahl continued around the outside of dren milled around the grass, exchanging
the chapel. As he walked along the south hugs and talking quietly in small groups.
side of the building, something in the jungle
Endahl crept forward, but remained hidcaught his eye. Endahl’s tactical display ad- den in the undergrowth. He did not see the
justed to compensate for the shadow. Some- woman from the pick-up truck; he wondered
thing large was buried under stalks of cut what had happened to her.
vegetation. Some of the palm fronds had
After several minutes, a final car arrived.
fallen aside, revealing dull, grey metal.
The crowd parted and the car parked on the
Endahl pushed his way into the under- grass near the chapel. Father John opened
growth. The buried object was at least four the passenger-side door and helped a woman
meters tall. He pulled at thick saplings out. She wore a simple black dress and a
stacked against it, but the tangle of vines, black hat with a wide brim that obscured her
philodendrons, palm fronds, and small trees face. Father John put his arms around her.
did not give easily. Eventually, he worked a She seemed to hang in his embrace, her legs
large sapling free and opened a hole in the buckled and not holding her weight.
camouflaging vegetation.
Endahl’s heart ached. He knew her pain.
He gaped at the canopy of a walker.
Over a hundred people had come to CaHis mind became a briar patch of ques- tarina and Casey’s memorial. Endahl was
tions. How could a walker have come to be sure he had talked to them all, but he could
buried in the jungle when Albright’s ma- not remember a single face or word. The
taken his wife and daughter away from him.
He had cored him out, like a melon from its
rind, and left him to rot. What kind of God
did that?
“Fuck you.”
Endahl threw one of the hymnals at the
stained glass window but it fluttered awkwardly in flight and landed a meter short. He
fled from the chapel.
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pain he had felt was a wall that had blocked
out the world, and as he had sat in the church
listening to the requiem, he had heard nothing but a roar like the wind coming through
the cracked window of a speeding car; he
had seen nothing except a blackness so dark
he could feel it like dirt burying him at the
bottom of a grave.
Father John helped the woman into the
chapel. The rest of the congregation followed silently.
Endahl sat on a chunk of jagged limestone. It felt like a giant hand was squeezing
his chest. He wanted to go inside, he wanted
to share in the mourning for the innocent life
lost, but he could not will his numb body to
move. He could not will it to do anything but
sit and breathe.
He listened to a hymn drift out the open
doors and across the grass into the growing
shadows. The mournful song drained him
and he felt a need to cry, but he had lost that
ability a long time ago.
Movement among the parked cars caught
his attention.
His breath left him and he did not draw
another.
The reeve wore a camouflaged skin-suit
that bristled with equipment and weapons.
Moving with the grace of a gymnast, he
mounted the chapel steps with effortless
strides and seemed to melt into the clapboard
siding next to the open doors.
Endahl found that he could not move. He
had never seen a reeve before, but their reputation inspired fear. They were the ones who
insured that no pilot ever fell into enemy
hands.
The reeve drew a slender pistol from his
belt and held it with a familiarity that made it
look like an extension of his hand. He kept it
at his side, slightly behind him, so it was unapparent at casual glance. Then the reeve
stepped into the open door and strode purposefully into the chapel.
The singing faltered and unraveled into a
murmur of voices.
In seconds, Endahl knew, it would be
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over. He couldn’t allow this happen, not to
Sam Albright.
He exited the jungle at a shuffling run and
crossed the lawn to the side of the chapel. He
pressed his back to the clapboards. His heart
pounded painfully against his ribs.
Endahl slid along the wall and stepped up
onto the landing. His breathing was shallow
and rapid.
Chaos erupted inside. Panicked screams
and the tumble of bodies told Endahl he was
out of time. Father John’s voice rose above
the clamor.
Endahl forced a final breath into his aching lungs and charged into the chapel. His
vision tunneled; the chapel disappeared except for those in the central aisle.
The reeve was several meters in front of
him, his weapon raised. At the front of the
chapel, Albright stood in the middle of the
central aisle, his arms spread wide, exposing
his chest. Behind him, Father John waved his
arms. His mouth moved, but Endahl could
hear nothing but the rush of blood in his
ears. Behind them all, Christ on the crucifix
was dark with shadow.
Endahl leapt at the reeve’s back as three
shots tore apart the silence. He slammed into
him, driving the two of them forward and to
the floor. The reeve’s neck twisted, and Endahl heard a sickening crack as he landed
heavily on the man’s back. Pinpricks of light
perforated his vision.
Beneath him, the reeve’s body twitched.
Endahl scrambled away until his back was
against a pew. He stared in horror at the unnatural angle of the man’s head.
The reeve twitched again and then was
still.
In the space in front of the altar, Father
John held Albright’s head in his lap. A pool
of blood had spread beneath them like a
crimson throw rug.
Endahl scrambled to Albright’s side and
took his twitching right hand.
Blood pumped in weakening spurts from
two of Albright’s chest wounds. A third gurgled and foamed where the bullet had
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pierced his lung. Albright’s eyes were whiterimmed all around.
“Sam Sam what do I do what do I do Sam
don’t die on me.”
Albright squeezed Endahl’s hand. He
barely felt it.
Albright’s lips moved, but the sound that
came out was faint and moist. It faded after
the first word: “Forgive....”
“Stay with me Sam stay with me.”
Endahl pressed against Albright’s wounds
with his hands, but the blood had slowed to a
trickle.
Albright’s eyes dulled as his life bled
away onto the chapel floor.
“Don’t you die on me, Sam.” Endahl
shifted onto his knees, preparing to administer CPR.
Father John placed a hand gently onto
Endahl’s shoulder. “Ain’t nothing you can
do for him now.”
Endahl slapped the hand away. “Get away
from him!” He swung at Father John’s chin,
but missed, glancing his blow off the large
man’s shoulder.
With a quickness the belied his size, the
preacher grabbed Endahl’s wrist and pinned
his fist to the floor.
“You’re hurting right now, Thomas, so I
won’t hold that one against you, but you’re
mistaken.” Father John released Endahl’s
wrist. “I don’t know who you are or where
you come from,” the preacher said, “but you
showed up here five days ago in one of those
machines—”
Five days ago? Endahl went cold.
He scrambled to his feet and ran out of
the chapel. Outside, a dozen members of the
congregation milled around uncertainly. Endahl crashed through them, knocking one of
the men to the ground and scattering the rest
like a herd of deer. He stumbled but kept his
feet as he rounded the side of the chapel and
passed the graveyard.
The crushed coral on the road ground under his boots as he pumped his arms and legs
up the rise into the late afternoon light. He
crested the ridge onto the plateau of cane
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fields and pushed himself onward until the
pain knifing into his ribs forced him to walk.
He stopped several meters from the
walker. From the outside, it looked like any
other walker. Warily he approached it, circling it at first and keeping his distance. Finally he stopped in front of it. It towered
over him, grey-skinned and deadly. Around
its feet and stabilizing arms were dozens of
flower bouquets, candles, and strings of rosary beads.
Endahl took a deep breath.
A tang of brine, a hint of smoky blackstrap molasses.
He dropped to his knees among the
charred stalks of cut sugar cane and red dirt.
Without doubt, Endahl had been here five
days ago. The sugar cane had been cut, but
otherwise the area looked—and smelled—
the same. To his right was the spot where the
woman and child had cowered, before he
had scattered their atoms into the void.
Yet, here he was again, kneeling before
his own walker.
The shadow world must have decohered
as he had prepared to launch the quantum
javelin. In his shadow-world he had
launched the weapon, but in this one, his
shadow-self had made a different choice.
Endahl jumped when a hand touched his
shoulder. He hadn’t heard Father John come
up behind him. He wasn’t sure how long he
had been kneeling in the dirt, but his legs
ached and the sky to the west had begun to
shade toward purple.
“Who are you?” he asked Father John.
“I’m a preacher, but I know pain when I
see it, because pain is universal. I understand
pain; I understand your pain. I know you’re
wondering how can I understand? I live your
pain every day of my life.”
“What do you know about pain, preacher
man?”
Father John’s face was cast in shadow. “I
wasn’t always a preacher,” he said, his voice
also growing dark. “When I was twenty, I
got drunk and crashed my car. Killed my
wife dead. The guilt ate me from the inside
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until I was nothing but a shell. I sold myself
to the highest bidders—tyrants, dictators,
bad men all—and became a killer. Men,
women, children; it didn’t matter. They said
shoot ‘em; I put one through their eye.” He
made a gun with his thumb and index finger
and pretended to shoot Endahl in the left eye.
“Bang! You’re dead.”
Father John was silent as he contemplated
his finger gun. The scars stood out on his
black skin. “I got a lot of scars. Most of ‘em
you can’t see.” He undid his white clerical
collar. Along the right side of his neck was a
long white line running from the cleft at the
top of his sternum, up over his shoulder and
out of sight.
“One night someone tried to take my head
off. Probably killed the man’s family, or
something; I don’t know. I spent three
months in a bed not sure if I’d live. That’s a
long time to spend alone with someone you
hate.”
Endahl settled back on his heels. The
adrenaline had faded from his system.
To the east, the first of the stars began to
twinkle in the night sky.
“Men like us; we choose to destroy, because it’s easier to hold on to our guilt and
anger then to forgive ourselves.” Father
John’s voice was soft, but its resonance
seemed to vibrate every molecule in Endahl’s body. “But all that death, all that killing, it destroys us, too, until there ain’t nothing left worth living.”
“Without them, there is nothing.” Endahl’s words came without thought.
“Nothing but destruction.” Father John sat
down next to Endahl. His eyes shown in the
last of the daylight. “You are the destroyer of
worlds, Thomas, but has all that killing
healed your soul?” Father John shook his
head, but it didn’t seem like a gesture of pity,
only understanding. “In the Hindu faith, one
of the incarnations of god is Shiva. Like you,
Shiva is a destroyer of worlds. But Shiva is
essential to the cycle of life. Without destruction, there can never be rebirth. The
Hindu understand the dualism of life. Destruction and rebirth are the opposite sides of
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the same coin. That Thomas Endahl—” he
nodded at the walker that was now black and
featureless “—had the capacity to transform
his life from that of death and destruction to
that of life and compassion.”
“I am not that man.”
Father John tapped a finger on Endahl’s
chest. “That man is here. He need only
emerge.”
“I’m not strong enough.”
“Tell Samuel Albright that. He stayed
here so you would come, because he knew
the only way to help you was to show you
that you could make a different choice. That
machine is proof. This world is proof. I am
proof.”
“That’s crazy. How would he even
know?”
“Because he saw what you were capable
of becoming. He was here when one of those
men came and killed you because you refused to go back.”
“Killed me?”
“Who do you think we buried this morning? That was you we put to rest.”
Endahl pushed Father John away. He
pulled the walker canopy open and climbed
into the cockpit, slamming it shut behind
him. Endahl pulled the restraining straps
over his shoulders and secured the latches.
The pounding in his ears slowed.
His tactical display initiated the walker’s
operating system and the cockpit panels
powered to life. Information flashed across
his left eye.
Father John backed away, stopping when
he reached a line of people who had gathered
a dozen meters away. Two were on their
knees praying; the others huddled together,
staring wide-eyed at the powered walker.
For the first time, Endahl recognized
faces; these people had been at the funeral
that morning. His funeral.
The woman who had lost her child pulled
herself free of the congregation and stepped
up to the walker. She removed the widebrimmed hat that obscured her face. She was
the woman who had clutched the child to her
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breast in the ditch and who had pleaded with
him to not kill them. She was the one whose
atoms he had scattered into the void.
For years after Catarina and Casey’s
death, Endahl had dreamed about second
chances. He wondered how things would
have been different if his experiments with
the Everett Tunnel had failed or if Catarina
had decided not to go to Paris. Eventually he
gave up those dreams, because you didn’t
get a second chance. But here he sat, his
walker awaiting the launch command to kill
the same world he had destroyed five days
ago.
He removed the photograph of Catarina
and newborn Casey from his pocket.
How many lives had he destroyed to balance the debit sheet in his head? He had
never looked at it that way, because these
were shadow-people. They were lesser
things, some of whom had wrought the evil
that was Paris. But here Endahl had seen
their grief, their struggle, their compassion,
and now their fear and hope. They were
more than shadow-people, they were real.
He was the shadow.
Father John had gathered his flock together for a prayer. They stood hand-in-hand
with their heads bowed.
Endahl’s hand trembled against the
walker controls. His tactical display urged
him to launch the weapon.
He could kill forever and never find his
peace, like Father John had said. Like Albright had said. It would never bring back
Catarina and Casey.
Endahl deactivated the launch sequence.
The javelin racks hummed as they slid back
into their locked position along the shoulder
of the walker. The anchor bolts snapped as
the arms released and tucked back into the
undercarriage. Overhead, an Everett Tunnel
flashed open, casting a shimmering light
across the walker, Father John, and his congregation.
Endahl tucked the photograph back into
the pocket of his skin-suit.
He initiated the walker’s destruct sequence, a failsafe that had been installed to
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stop it from falling into enemy hands. The
power system would build to an overload
and destroy everything, including the
weapon and the tunnel generator. In a few
minutes, nothing would be left of the walker
but slag.
He released the straps that bound his
shoulders uncomfortably, swung the canopy
glass aside and dropped to the ground.
“Run,” he said. “Run and don’t stop until
you reach the church.”
The people stared at him without comprehension.
“Run!”
They broke, scampering away into the
night. Except for Father John.
“The destroyer and the transformer are
one and the same,” Father John said.
Endahl pulled the skin-suit helmet over
his head. “Your work is done here. Run to
your flock.”
Father John laughed. “We are the same,
Thomas Endahl. Our work has just begun.”
“So it has.” Endahl leaped upward and
felt the pull of the Everett Tunnel drag him
to the light toward home.
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We See a
Different Frontier
Colonial themed issue of The Future Fire
guest edited by Fabio Fernandes
Colonialism is still a thorn on the side of humankind. Many of the problems of the Third World,
for instance, are due to the social-politicaleconomic matrix imposed on it by the First World
countries since the 17th century. With the changing
balance of power in the 21st Century, however, do
the frontiers remain the same?
Much widely distributed science fiction and fantasy is still written by American and other Anglophone authors, and treats subjects close to the
hearts of straight, white, English-speaking men.
The anthology aims to redress this balance, publishing stories that addresses the profound sociopolitical issues around colonization and colonialism from the viewpoints of under-represented
groups.

The Outer Alliance is a group of SF/F writers who
have come together as allies for the advocacy of
LGBT issues in literature. Made up of individuals
of all walks of life, our goal is to educate, support,
and celebrate LGBT contributions in the sciencefiction and fantasy genres.
The Outer Alliance Pledge:
As a member of the Outer Alliance, I advocate
for queer speculative fiction and those who
create, publish and support it, whatever their
sexual orientation and gender identity. I make
sure this is reflected in my actions and my
work.
To join the Outer Alliance, visit:

http://blog.outeralliance.org/
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Call for Submissions: Outlaw Bodies
a themed anthology from The Future Fire
The “Outlaw Bodies” issue of The Future Fire will gather together stories about the future of human bodies that break
boundaries—legal, societal, biological, more.
In the future, what sorts of bodies will be expected and which will
violate our expectations—of gender, of ability, of appearance, of
functionality? What technological interventions with the "natural"
body will be available, expected, discouraged, restricted, forbidden?
How will societies ensure conformance to their expectations—
through law, through which incentives and disincentives? How will
individuals who do not conform to embodied expectations (by choice
or otherwise) make their way in these future worlds?
The anthology seeks stories that interrogate these questions from
feminist, disability rights, queer, postcolonial and other socialpolitical perspectives, especially intersectional ones, for a special issue on the theme of “Outlaw Bodies,” to be guest co-edited by Lori
Selke.
Word count is flexible, but we are unlikely to accept any story over
10,000 words. Send your stories as an attachment to
outlawbodies.tff@gmail.com. We prefer .doc, .docx, .rtf or .odt
files—query first for any other format.
Payment: $35/story.
Deadline: May 1, 2012.
About the publisher: The Future Fire is an e-published magazine showcasing new writing
in Social-Political Speculative Fiction. See our manifesto at http://futurefire.net/about/
manifesto.html for more details.
About the editor: Lori Selke has been published in Strange Horizons and Asimov’s. She’s
been active in queer, sex radical and feminist activist circles for over two decades. She is
also the former editor/publisher of the tiny lit zine Problem Child.
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